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P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.
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travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
F KDEBOEK, F, 8., Physician and Suigeon; for
cheerfully furnished at the
office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL
A M. L. S. K. R. crossing.
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it.

R. A. City Puysiclau. Office at D.
Meeugs’ Drug Store, 8th street.
Pbnsgrapbsr.

Going South.
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Muskegon, 2 20 7 00
Ferrysborg, 2 58 7 45
Grand Haven, 2 57 7 55
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Allegan,
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FRED. H. MAY, ManagerLeavbnwortu,Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTKL, Agnt,

If IGGINS, B.

P. the leading Photographer.
Gallery opposite ibis office.

XX

fellliri.

irAUPKLL.U., Manufacturer of

and dealer in
Harness, Trunks, saddles aud Whips;
Eighth street.

V

Tobacco and Cigars.

'T'K ROLLER, G. J., Geueral dealer in Tubaccu,
Holland, Mich.
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
connectionsmad* at Allegan with G. K. A
. R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Platnwell,
KalamaWatchu aad Jsvslry.
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac.. Ac.

__

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
7-1
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room were many score

stead. To him the installing officer said
that he

was charged by

the grave

and

him with the

the society with

welcome duty of investing

insiguia of rule over its des

tinies. That duty boro the slngulur mark
that for the first time in the annals of the
society the President elect, on his progress

no benefit.Is not this a lair proposition.
Price 10 cts. 50 cts. and $.100 per bottle.
For lame Chest, Buck or side, use Shiloh’s
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cis. For sale by.
D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten
and J. O. Doesburg.

Van Brcookn,

to the

high

Banking and Collecting, Drafts bought and sold; Kightn
9-iy _

street.
V

ferbsrL

I'VE GROOT,

.

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampoonlng, halr-dyclng, etc., doneatrea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

AJ

Hotel.

Boots

x. 0. of 0. r.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fetlow’a Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

W. Butkau,

N. G.

R. A. Schoctkn, R. B.

14-lV

r. & a. m.

and feosi.

TTKROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,rtc.,
Eighth street.

XI

OoaainioaMirofcut.

No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
Holland, Mich., on Friday evening, December
27, at 7X o’clock, sharp.
David Bestbch, W. M.
0.

Brbtxan, Sec'v.

TyBAL'H BRO'8, CommissionMerchants, and

Aj

dealers In Grain, Float and Prodnce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
tore cor. Eighth 6 *l*b streets,Holland, Mich. 17

special Notices.

Dlttiit.

NOTICE.

_

An AstonishingFact,
A large proportion of the American people are to day dying from theeflects of
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
of these diseases upon the masses of intelligent and valuable people is most alarming, making life actually a burden Instead
of a pleasantexistence of enjoyment and
nsetulness as it ought to be. There is no
good reason for this, If you will only
throw aside prejudice and skepticism,
take the advice of Druggists and your
friends, and try one bottle of Green's
Angust Flower. Your speedy relief Is
certain. Millions ol bottles of ibis medicine have been given away to tnr its virtues, with satisfactory results In every
case. You can buy a sample bottle for 10
cents to try. Three closes will relieve the
worst case. Positivelysold by all Druggists on the Western Continent.

EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofThe undersigned, Dr. L. E Best, having
vJ flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's settled
in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
Bhoe
his services as a Physician, burgeon and Ac-

store.

Art Gallery.
Drugs aad Nsllsl&si.

NOKSBURG, J. O.,

Dealer in Drugs aad Mediclues, Painu and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
1

AJ

VfBBNGH,

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Mediclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

JL

VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, Medi-

V

study, sittingup late at night, after a days

hard toll, a candle being denied her because her step mother thought candles
could be used for better purposes than to
study by, reading and writing by the light
from

a bit of rag

as a

wick

In a

sauc-

toils

on In

the President of the St. Nicholas Societ,

was under the yoke

of a Constitution;

am

York
V

city wl;o never failed to attend the

Cary reception” held In the brilliantly

the ancient Knickerbockercocked hat
lighted parlor on twentieth street, made
awful emblem, that lifts the wearer, when
pleasant and attractive by her sociability
crowned with its aureole, to a supremacy
—who can fall to admire such a person?
that kings might envy, and common Pres
Asa woman, Alice Cary wsss model.
Gentle, indulgent, kind-hearted, noble, in-

Accomplished at Last.

and Noah Hunt Schenk.
The stewards were: Cornelius Vander-

Norwood, Jr. Eugene
bchieffelin,John Schuyler, James W.
bilt, Carlisle

Beckman, Stnyvesant Fish, Robert Stayand the speaker said that never

vesaut,

since the earliest days of the society hi(
the great feast been intrusted to a commit-

Dutch; and as
the names, so should their works bo—
Dutch. Health and Dutch virtues sprung

tee of stewards so purely

from Dutch cooking.
After the installation,the society, pre

tellectual, a

pathy with

woman who was In fall symhuman nature, whose heart

was so large that

it

seemed

to

take lo

all

humanity, having a predominating nassion
for justice, which
est

extended from

created being even

to

tlm

high-

the smallest In-

sect which is unconsciouslytrampled un-

der foot, being desirous that all should
have their full chance— she will ever be
admired. Her poems are full of most
touching examples of this last phsse of
character Of the “Thistle Flower” she
says:

“Tha

fennel, she Is courted st

The porch-eide and the door—
Thon bast bo lover*, and for that
I love thee ail the more;
Only the wind and rain to fte
Thy friends, and keep thee company.”

Her character of a noble womanhood was
not a mere fanciful creation of her Imagination, but as Whittier say* in
written in her

a pbem

commemoration:

” All foil behind the singer atood

A aweet and gracious womanhood.”

ceded by a trumpeter clad in Knicker Her personal appearance is describedas
bocker costume, full-bottomed wig ent extremely winning. Mrs M. C. Ames in
all, and keeping stop to the old Dutch a memorial of Alice gives this description
song, “ 80 lehen wlr,” marched in the of her as sbe appeared the first time to
ballroom, where were spread the tables, her : “ Presently esme into the room, and
Acting President Delancey and Steward sat down beside her, (Mrs A.) a lady whose
Vanderbilt leading the long procession. eyes, in their first glance, and whose

The grand climax of success Is at last
coucheur to the public at large, and achieved. The poor rejoice, the sick The room was brilliant with light reflected voice, in its first low tone, won her heart.
whereas he pays particularattention to arise and walk, the rich bask in the bright back from many mirrors. Over the Presi- Soft, sad, tender eyssthey were, snd the
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has sunshineof perlect health. The physical dent's chair were draped flags, and over face from which they shone was lovely.
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the miseries of the human frame need no
the door waa the seal of the eociely, which Iu features were fine iu complexion a colCity ot Holland, on Saturday of each week, longer be endured. Dr. Ki»g}$ Galtforla, Con- is that of the city, end the words, “Saint orless olive, lit with the lustrous brown
where he can be consulted during the
v
Nicholas Society. Founded Feb. 28. eyes, softened still more by masses of wavL. E. BEST, M. D.
1885. Oranje Hoven.” In the gallery Ing dark hair, then untouched of gray,
ness, General Debility, Drowsiness and
Grand Rapids, Not. 25 1878.
and, save by its own wealth, wholly unaLow Spirits. This wonderful remedy will above an orchestra continually played.
?
The
Rev.
Dr.
Onnlston
asked
the
blessjKsitirxly cure, and that where every other
N. K. Fairbanks tin caddy Lard can remedy has failed. To prove that this
To
learn
how
active
sbe
was
lo various
ing, and the feast of the two hundred bebe found at E. J. Harrington. This is the wonderful remedy will do all we claim for
labors to do her fellow creatares goodv one

day.

dorned.”

clnes, Paints, Oils, etc: ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dsn Biro's Family Medicines;Eighth St. finest and best Lard for family use in the

you are presented with a trial bottle/ra gan.
A picture of a Dutchman smoking lead
of coat, by which you will readily perceive
T1TALSH UBBBK, Druggist A Pharmacist^ a United Slates.
iu
wonderful
curative
qualities,
and
which
the
bill of fare, underneath the words:
TV f all stock of goods appertaining to the bus- For a beautiful lot of Bleached and Unwill show yon what a regular one dollar -Non fnaam ax fnlgora,sad ax foao dsra laoem.
iaess
bleached Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to size bottle will "do. For sale by Hcber “ CogiUU.”
rwaitirs.
The feast being over, there was ngtiiu
2|^ yards, go to tiie cheap cash store of Walsh, ollund, Michigan .
\if EYER. H. A CO.. Dealer*In all kinds of Farbeard
the sound of the trumpet, and, atE.
J.
HARRINGTON.
JL niture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Dress and Cloak making. Particular tended by a retinue of liveriednegroes, the
Picture Frames, tic. : River street.
It

has but to contemplate hei jitting up in
her sick-bed, with pillows to sustain her,
holding in her pale, thin hand* • cap
which sfw is mailing foe so old lady
friend, while she is so weak lhat her
fingers fail her and ibework drop* from

.tttSi’?.

DEMM1CK
FINK new lot of the latest styles of
stewards, led by Cornelias Vanderbilt,ap
then to wake In
Hats nod Caps just receded at (he Cheap
peared bearing with great solemnity the deep slumber in
TfAN PUTTEN Q„ General Dealers, in Dry Cash store of
on Ninth street, between Cedar and MarGoods, Groceries. Crockery,Hats and Gaps,
ancient westher vaoe of the old Dutch
ket streets, Holland, Mich.
E.
J.
HARRINGTON
Flour, Provisions,elc. ; River st.
Ssasral Dsalsrt.

used

watching her as she

er of lard;

place

Why

R. S.

\7AN PUTTEN JACOB,

person.

lost

liver

A. McDonald,President.
D.

a

Alice Cary. Born of poor

New York city from mornlng^esrlyto late
he was about to bold
st night, broken in health, sad in spirit
Many pereons say "I haveu’t got the stepped across a shadow and mounted
Consumption” when asked to cure their vacant chair. This was in reference to with little money, but with a will which
Cough with Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.
no difficultycould daunt; seeing her gainDo they not know that Coughs lead to the death of William M. Vermilye, who, ing many fnends who sought her comConsumptionand a remedy that will cure at the time of his death, was President of
pany, not women merely but also
Consumption will certainlyand surely the society.
• men, who toiledIn atom and tun,
cure a cough or any lung or throat trouble.
Then the candidatewas invested with
Found
her their meet companion
We know it will cure when all others fail the insignia of office— the sceptre, denoting
Then beholding her at last tbs honored
and our faith in it Is so positive that we
his power; the collar, denoting that even
will refund the price paid if you receive
hostes of the ipost notable literati of New
Don't he Deceived,

Visiting brothers cordially Invited.

Banking aui IxiUagi.

Such was

an excellentmother, being obliged
to live with • step-mother who was of such
of the decendsnts of the old Knickeran entirely different mental temperment
bocker families,and many guests Invited to
partake of their genuine Dutch hospitality that there possibly could be no sympathy
of thought or pursuit between them.
Augustus R. Macdouough Installed the
Alice Cary, as one of the most read and
officers of the society. The President
highly estimatedpoets of America, affords
elect, Robert G. Remsen, was absent, bea most noble example ot a successful life.
ing ill, and the First Vice-President, Ed
Followingher In her early struggles to
ward F. Delnnney, was installed in his
Assembled

gummed

X

nvolnntarilyadmire such

even a moderate education; early having

defiance to wind and weather.

will you suffer with Dyspepsis and dents sigh for in vain.
complaint,Constipation, and general
To the other Vice-Presidents, who are
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, debility when you can get at our store Abraham R. Lawrence, Nathaniel P. Bai
»J and dealers iu Fancy Goods; Corner uf Mar- Shiloh’s System Vitalizer which we sell
girertotij.
ket and Eighth Street.
on a positive guarantee to cure you. ley, and John Jay, the installing officer
Price 10 cts. and 75 cts. For sale by. D. •aid lhat it wonld be their duty to uphold
Attorusyi.
R. Meengs. H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten, the honor of St. Nicholas on many a field,
and J. O. Doesburg.
[OWARD, M. D., Claim Agont, Attorney and
jtofiftUs.
at many a festival, where alien saints
L Notanr Public; River street.
would cope with him In boastful eloquence
\1C BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
"HACKMETACK” a popular and fra- The Secretary and Assistant Secretary,
iTl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
U. S. of I.
grant perfume. Sold by D. R. Meengs,
River street.
HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Son* of H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten andJ. O. John C. Nolls and Frederic J. de Peyster,
were installed,and after them the ChaprPEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting Industry,meets at their Hall over, Kruiseuga’s Doesburg.
Agent. Office in Kenyon A Van Patten's bank Store, every Saturdayevening.
lains, the Revs. Drs. Thoms* E. Vermilye,
Eighth Streep

the

to Its storehouse over

the centre of the room, stood the old parents,In an “old brown homestead,”
on a farm In Ohio; living under circumweatheicock of the Old Dutch Church
stances unfavorable to the acquisition of
that historic rooster which for years bid

T

X

<;lose

drag a victim

many obstacles which come In its way,
spontaneouslytyraken our eympathy. But
t is most impressive to behold a human
being battling against sdvenlty and
struggllngly win an honored name. We

a.

Grand Haven Bail
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RAILROAD,

12.15 “
Sells Tickets to principal points in the United
r EDBBOEK, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office Sta'es
and Canada. Through bllla of Lading lasued
5.10
10 4.5 a.m.
±J corner Eleventh and River street opposite aud
rates given for fieigbt to ail points east and
3.25 p. m. t 9.35 “
public square.
1.60

__
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MATRAU,

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,
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TV

Mich.
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* Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday,
t Daily except Saturday,
t Mondays only.
Vf C CULLOCH THUS., Physician and Surgeon,
All other trains dtlly except Sundays.
having permantly located In Uoilaud, can
All trains on this road, will be rnu by Chicago bu uni mi at wm. Van Putteu’s Drug Store. Calls
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus made iu city and country day or uluht. Acute
time.
___
and Cbrouicdiseases successfullytreated.Consultation
l4-4w
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Lard .................................
Smoked Meat ...........................
NoUrv Puhllci
Ham ....................
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Shoulders ......................
— .
POST, HENRI D., Real
Real Estate and Insarance
Agent, Notary Public and Oonveyaneer;Col- Tallow, per ft ..........................® «
Turkeys.
...........................8 flO
lections mads In Holland and
1
vicinity.
Cblcktnf. dressed a«rlh ............. ... *
\\J ALSU, U., Noury Public, Conveyancer,
and lusuranue Agent. Office, Ctfy Drug
Store, bib street.

L

Leave

Arrive
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1,

Beef, dressed per

Pork,

to

®

TITTLMS,

out

The ceremony of installing the officers y trying to reach the harbor, while she la
being thrown back by the strong waves
of the Society, who had been elected on
only to makes renewed leap; the little
Oct. 11 was first performed. In the parant that struggles with all its Utile might
lors stood a life-sized statue of the saint as

DAUELS.VAN PUTTENA

V

our sympathy goes

towards anything strugglinghonestly acelebrate the occuion with
gainst hardships. The ship that Is proud-

LI

(

Instinctively

in

he actually appears when about to descend
82
84
R. K., Manufacturer of andDealerin Wheat, white V bnshel -------a chimney to reward good little boys and
Agricultural Implements; commission ageut Corn, shelled , bushel ............
Oats, f buehe ........
for Mowing Machines’ cor. 10th A River street.
girls
cramming their stockings with
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Buckwheat, V bushel .
14 00 the toys which bulged from the pack on
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths pubCO., Proprietors Bran, g ton ...........
of Ptugoer MUlt; Steam Saw and Floar Feed, $ ton ............
lished whitout charge for snbscribeis.
bis back. In front of him, on a table, lay
* 100 lb ........
An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
Barley, f 100 ft .......
the Knickerbocker bat, the mural sceptre
the expiration of the gubecrlptiou.Two ZZ sigirfiRBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof ths Middling, V 100 ft. ...
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
ft. .................... 212M and the orange collar, that were to invest
Phoenix Plsning Mill. All kinds of buildAll advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Pearl Barley, * 100 ft ..............8 00
4 U0
ing material famished at Grand Rapids prices.
the President; and on anolher table, in

MT

Allot Gary.

"

ITANDERHAAR,

I

Holland CUf Newe.

the

York’s acknowledgedpatron, and In the

beach, dry ................. 3 00
*• green .................
1 75
Hemlock Bark ..................... ®4 00
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. <<$10 00
SUvee, Tierce,
It 00
Heading bolte, softwood ...........
H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 2 75
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Stave bolu, softwood ....................... 125
Stave bolts, hardwood. .................. 8 00
and twine; 8th strdet.
Railroad tiea ..........................
^ 10
Shingles, A V m ......................
’....» *00
Mmlaetorlti,Killi, Shopi, Ito.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three

and the members settled themselves

>acco,

Saint Nicholas feast, held In that city, In

City Hall In honor of Saint Nicholas,New

Wood, SUyii, Eto.

“
“
“

clay,” bearing the jolly, dimpled face of

Cordweed, maple, dry .....................$ 150
green ...................
* 00 evening the members of the Saint Nicholas

ket, near corner Eighth and Pish Street. All
One square of ten linos, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for Ural insertion, and 29 cents for each subse- kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
quent insertion for any period under three
"UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
months.
^ vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
| 8 m. | 6 m. I 1 T.
1

10
is
15
10

......................

fc

356.

Ohurch, and placed It before the Presi-

Saint

U., Livery and Sale Stable; Beans,
bushel
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th Butter, f fc..... .................
street, near Market.
Clover seed, ^ lb. ... . •••••••ora**# mA
Eggs, V dosen ...................
Wagosaakin aid BUdtimitha.
Hav.Vton.... .. * .................8 W
TAUKEM A J.
C. Wagon and Blacksmith Onions, V bushel ................ <&
JL/ Shop. Uorse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Poutoes, V bushel ...............
ing done. Eighth Street aTew doors west of Kiver. rimotby Seed, |1 bushel ............

A

NO.

’

20®
...................IMto

Apples,V bushel .................$

il

WHOLE

1878.

< ent, while the hall echoed with the shrill
Eating, Drinking, Smoking, and Talking crowing of the assembled members.
to ths Memory of their Patron
Then the long pipes, each a “ yard of

Product. Eto.

JOB PBINTINO PROMPTLY AMD XBATLY DOMI.

14,

Honors to St Nicholas.

parhttjs.

Llverr and Sale Stable. Office
andbarn on Market st reel. Everythingirit-

VTIBBKLINK, J.

mm,

-

$ur

class

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT

•

ui fell lUbln.

IYOONK H„

D

K WEEKLY I1W3PAPBB,

mDcnr,

Livin'

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

MICH.,

A

V

.

on the reorganization of the army has made

$ cms,

^ollaitd <|ifg
HOLtiND

CITY,

MICHIGAN.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

with an amendment that the committee may ait
with a similar committeeof the House. . .The motion of Mr. Matthewa to take up the Texaa Pacific
general features of which are as follows: The Railroad bill was rejected— 19 yeae to 22 nays— on
number of regiments to be cut down to twenty, the ground that it wonld lead to a long discussion.
while the number of enlistedmen is to be out
House.— The sessionof tho House was very
down to 20,000 men, withoutcoantingthe signal
brief.'The bill providing for a Hot Springs Coracorps. The artillerysystem of organizationis
changed from regimentalto batteries and com- misA'on, with an amendment that free baths
will
maintainedfor the indigent, was
panies, while the entire artillerybranch is conpassed. .. .Mr. Fort offered a resolutiondesolidated with tho Ordnance DepartmentThe
claring that a refusal by any national bank to restaff corps, as a distinctive branch of the serv- ceive and treat as a legal dollar the standardsilver
its

report to Congress in the shape of a bill, the

to,

person or purse. The only

caro is t#
near the fashion as possible.
Silk, if possible; if not, calico that
looks like silk. Broadcloth,if it can fce
got; if npt, shoddy that imitates it.
The expenditureof the man who can
bo
afford to live at the rate of <il0,060 a
year is imitated in brass, or by stealing,
by him who is entitled to spend $5,000.
dollar of 412)4 Krains shall be deemed a defianceof
Afar off, the $1,000 folks are envious
the laws of the United States,and providing for the,
punishment of all banks so mollifying tho law by and imitative in cheap furniture and
teenage of a bill wjttylryviufftheir; no tea from dresses wliich would lead to suspicionil
every one did riot know them to be the
Thursday, Doc. 5.— Senate.—A resolution
merest sham. If some of our people of
waa adopted calling upon the Secretary of the
advanced thought would give their atTreasuryfor Information as to the amount of detention to tho subject of moral courage,
posits te the treasury to the credit of the Freodmontg Savings and Trust Company; whether in- even if it did no good, it would indicate
terest should bo allowed thereon ; the eximuses of
a line of thought and action novel to
the commissionto settle the affairs of that
company, and what legislation Is necessary the immense majority of our highlyto close up tho affairs' 61 the company and have
trained, and wholly by what others think
the Commissionersretire.... The Vico President announcedaa the special committee on possessed,men and women.-^Prouiyellow-fever investigation
Messra. Harris.Mat- dence
'

SPECIE PAYMENTS.

.

be

in, or as

Full Text of tho Resumption Laws, Which
Go Into Eflbct on the 1st of Jiuiimry.

The

text of the

Resumption act

is as

follows:
Chapter

15.— An act to provide for the repumption of specie payments—Be it enacted by
the Senate and House of Representativesof too
United States of America in Congressassembled. That the Secretary of the Treasuryis
hereby authorized and required, os rapidly afct
practicable, to cause to bo coined at the mints
of the United States silver coins of the denominations of 10, 15 and 50 cents, of standard
value, and to issue them in redemption of au
equal number and amount of fractional currency of similar denominations,or, at his discretion, he mar
may issue sucu
such silver coins through
the mints, ^ -”u ---- ---

ice, is abolished. Adjutant Generals’ Quartermaster Generals’, InspectorGenerals’and Paymaster Generals’ stallsare done away with, and
THE EAST.
a systpm of ln(terohangeability0f: fine amf staff
The schooner Caledoniawont ashore officers substitutedsimilar to tho European
on libby island, off the coast of M&ino, last system of organization.In order to reduce the
number of oflicers,it is provided that there
week! The Captain and crow, five men, were shall bo no more promotions 6'r appointments
all lost
until tho number of general and line officers is
Orville Grjj*t, tho ei-President’s reduced to that required. The offices of General
and LieutenantGeneral will cease with the deriel and
brother, was released from the Innatio asylum
cease of the present incumbents.. The number
upon sucl
ch issue, he is hereby authorized and
At Morris Plaines, N. J., |asi week, apd accomMajor Generals and Brigarfior Generals is to
required to redeem an equal' amount of such
panied to his hotae at Elizabeth by his son. bo reduced to the lowest point
fractional currency,until the whole amount of
He is. far from boiDR entirely sound in mind,
Federal!
appointments:
Eugene
J.
such fractionalcurrency outstanding shall be
but it is thought that care an^ the nuiet of his
redeemed.
home, and the Render mmisDationflor his wife Ball, Indiana, to be Consol at Pesth; David H.
Sec. 2. That so much of section 8,524 of the
thews, Lamar, Paddock, Conover, Garland, and
and- mother, malt socurt his' complete mental Bailey, Ohio, Consul General at Shanghai; An
Revised Statutes of the United States As proEustis . .The followingchanges in the standing
Shocking Criminals.
health.,'
• v .....
rl
drew Y. McCormick, United States Attornev for committeesware made by unanimous consent: Mr.
vides for a charge of one-fifth of 1 per centum
The penitentiary management, deter- for convertingstandard gold bullion into coin
A violent lain, storm Bw^pt over the the Eastern Districtof Texas; James Gallup, Eaton is to retire from tho Committee on AppropriPostmaster at Grand Rapids, Michi . .The Sec-’ ations,and Mr. Wallace is to take his place. Mr. mined not to be outdone by Edison, is' herohy repealed,and hereafter no charge
the New England States a few days ago, deretary of tho Treasury nas called in 35.000,000 Morgan is to retire from tho Committee on
shall bo made for that service.
Pateuta. and Mr. Eaton is to take his place. have introduced electricity as a mode of
stroying much property,and, by washing away more of the 5:20 bonds.
Sec. '6. Tliat section 5,177 of the Revised
Mr. Wallace to retire from the Committee on For- punishment. Tho statement having
bridges and culvert^ causing several railway
Statutes of the United States, limiting tho ageign Relations,and Mr., Morgan is to take his place.
GENERAL.
accidents and some loss of life. . .8am Collyer,
been made that prisoners exposed to gregate amount of circulating notes of national. .MV. Ferry whs exensed from serviceon the comAt the meeting of railroad Presidents mittee to inquire as to Senator Conover’s connection this punishmentsuffered more than they bunking associations, be, and is hereby, rothe prize-fighter, who was sentenced to *the
New Jersey penitentiary for six years for man- of tho great trunk lines, held in New York the with the omission of the Hot Springs clause from
pt altHl ; and each existingbanking association
did by the use of tho ducking-tub, a re- may increase its circulating notes in accordance
the Sundry Civil Appropriationbill at the last sesslaughterin 1870, has been pardoned by the
other
day, it was decided that the presentpool- sion. .; .Adjourned to Mouday.
porter called at the prison and was shown with existing law without respect to said aggreM J
ing arrangementon west-boundfreights be
Housk.— Mr. Singleton, from the Committee on the method of punishment by Deputy gate limit ; and new banking associations may
> Ji'jii r-ils THE AVQ8T.
continued for five years from tho 1st of January,
Appropriations, reportedtho Consular and Diplo- Warden Quinn and Dr. Drury, Q10 pris- be organized in accordance with existing law
A DeadwooI) dispatch reports exten* the percentagesto bo determined from time to matic Appropriation bill. Referred to the commitwithout respect to said aggregatelimit ; ami the
time by CommissionerAlbert Fink, to whom
on physician. The electric apparatus is in Provisions of law for the withdrawal and re
sive and voiy destructiveprairiefires in, tho abiolu to power is given in tho matter. Tfio tee of tne wnoie, and made the special order for
a box ten inches in length, three inches distributionof
Mack Hills country ..... Cincinnatipeople are percentage of the pool is at preseht : Erie, 38 Tuesday next.... Mr. Clymer,from tie same comhigh and three iriohes wide. It contains the several States and Territories are hereby reper cent ; New York Control, 83; Pennsylvania, mittee. reported the Naval Appropriationbill.
a, better observance of the Sabbath
peoM
”'”‘'0(1. And whenever and so often as cireu25; Baltimore and Ohio, 9. It was also resolved Referred to tho committeeof the whole. . .Mr. liar an electro-magnet.Tho prisoner is lathi
g notes shall lie issued to any such banking
risen, of Illinois, offered a resolution calling on
to maintain tho rates for east-bound freight and
the Secretary, of -the Treasury for information taken to the ducking-box formerly in association, eo increasing its capital or circulatHayden’s tolling mill, at Columbus, passengers.
regarding the names, salary, and duties of all the use in the insane department. He is ing notes or so newly organizedas aforesaid, it
Ohio, wait the scene of A terrible boiler explosuccessfulcounterfeit
the employes appointedin tho.Chicago Custom House stripped and blindfolded before coming shall bo the duty of the Secretaryof tho Treassince tho appointment of the present Collector.
skm the Other day, by whichseveral persons
standard silver dollar has been brought out Be Adopted.... Mr. Garfield,from the Commit- in sight of the water-box,and is then ury to redeem tho legal-tenderUnited States
notes
excess only of $300,000,000,to the
were tolled and a number of others maimed pn your guard, ,,
d* *
tee
Rules, reported a concurrent reso- led around a corner of the interior cell
amount of 80 peroontumof tho sum of nationallution
for
the
appointment
of
Yellow
%
HI POLITICAL.
jl
Fever Commission,and said the commit* building,and placed in tho boxj hand- bank notes so issned to any such banking assoWashington correspondentof a tee had not consideredtho power of Congress cuffed, but not shackled at the feet. ciationas aforesaid,ancf to continuesuch redemption as such circulatingnotes Ire issued
cmity^oif the boiler-house, , .A 'strikefor an Western journal says that a Southern Congress- in the matter farther thaftto recognize the fact that,
The room is warm, having fire in it day until there shall bo outstanding the sum of
under even the strictestcohstfuctionof tho conincrease of wages among the employes, to the
man, who lately called 'at tho White House, stitution,Congress had the clearest possible right and night. He sits down in water three $300,000,000of such legal-tender United States
ndhtber of LSW, in the three leading pork -pack-,
states that ^ tho President intimated that ho to take care of the quarantineregulations along
ing houses of Chicago caused a audclen suspeninches in depth. Ont* pole of the bat- notes and no more. And’ on ami after
entertainskindly feelings for the South, and the harbors and navigable rivers. In this instance
tho 1st day of January, ArD. 1879, tho Secresion of operations and a serious derangement of
has
a
lively interest in its prosperity. He the men of all parties and sections were absolutely tery is placed in the water. A sponge tary of tho Tretiury shall redeem, in coin, the
the hog market.
. .Two Umatilla Indians, conconsidersthat the language ho used in his mes- in accord, and any light that conld be thrown oil is attached to the end of the other pole. United States legal-tender notes then outstandvioted of .murdering settlersin tho late Indian
sage as applied to Southern politics was mild the history of the pestilence, and in directionof
Deputy Warden Quinn superintends ing on their presentationfor redemption, at the
war, have been convicted at Walla Walla, Ore.,
the splendidgenerosities and sympathies of the
under the circn instances, and that ho was fuland Sentencedto be hanged Jan. 2.
people,ought to bo shed upon it for future use. the punishment, which consists of office of the Assistant Treasurer of tho United
fillinghis constitutional
duty in calling the at- The resolution was adopted, and the House adtouching the bare skin of the convict in States in the city of Now York, in sums of not
A GREAT fatoattle show has just been tention of Congressto what he can only look journedtill Monday.
less than $50. And to, enable the Secretaryof
upon
as
violations
of
constitution
and
law.
He
various places, rapidly, with the sponge. the Treasury to prepare and provide for the reheld in Chicago. One of the finest lots of catMonday,
Dec.
9.
-Senate.
-Mr.
Windom
says ho could not be expected to remain silent
A prisoner turns a small crank attached demption by tins act authorized or required,
tie ever witnessed was on exhibition, few of
when in his belief the laws which he was sworn submitteda preamble and resolution setting forth
to the electric apparatus. The concern ho is authorized to use any surplus revonnes,
; ; them weighing less than 2,000 pounds, and to execute have been disregarded. Ho says, as
that the United States Patent Office “has become
from time to time in the treasurynot otherwise
most of t|hem .turning the scales at from 8,000 he has several times before remarked, ho does
is so small that it looks like a toy, but it
appropriated,and to issue, sell and dispose of,
an institutionot oppression.”and therefore direct
to 4,000 pounds. There was also a splendidex- not impute any want of good faith to either
lug the Coaimitfce on Patents to considerthe expe- makes the subject of punishment yell at not less than par, in coin, either of tho deshibit of noga and sheep. The show was such a Gov. Nicholls or Gov. Hampton."
diency* of some other mode of compensating in- sometimes as though he was badly hurt criptions of bonds of tho United States desbig successthat it will be repeatednext year.
in place of the present system.
cribed in the act of Congress approved July 14,
Hon. W. D. Kelley, of Pennsylvania, ventors
i.. Mr. Cameron submitted a resolutionre- or badly frightened. The reporter did 1870, entitled “An act to authonze the refundshocking domestic tragedy is rethe prospectivecandidate of the Nationals for questing the President of the United States not witness a punishment, but is giving
_ in$ of the national debt,” with like qualities,
ported from Hamilton, Ohio. An old man
Speaker of the House of Representatives,843-8 to furnish the Senate *#th copies of tho reports of wiiat he was told at the prison. Dr. privilegesand exemptionsto tho extent rcUnited States Marshalsand other offleors, and such
named Weigel, a well-to-docitizen, shot his
ho does not propose to support any measure in other correspondenceas he may have, relativeto Drury says this mode of
tllis
‘“to full effect,and to
wife through the* heart While she lav in bed' Congress calculated to embarrasstho resump- recent electionsin South Carolinaand Loniaiana.
does no
In
some
cases he aaja ;
asleep, and then took his own lifoi by sbooting tion of specie payments. He thinks tho inter- Agreed to. .. .The bill to amend Uie Revised Statutes
it is a physical benefit. The punishment with the provisions of this act aro hereby ro,.
three balls into his body,
convertible,bond scheme is one upon which the relating to Presidentialelections,and to provide for
extremistsof both sides could unite. So far and regulate the counting of votes for President and is said to be effectual, on account of the pealed.
oftkuaity is reported from
from the discussion of tho financial question Vice President, and the decision of ques- man being blindfolded. He has no idea
ApprovedJan. 14, 1875.
Washington, Iowa. Tho connty poor-honse ending on the 1st of January,Judge Kelley tions arising,waa taken up. Mr. Edmunds adThis act provided that tho legal-tender
dressed the Senate in favor of the bill.... where or when ho is going to be
was destroyedby fire. There were twenty-six thinks it will be then only beginning.
Mr. Garland submitted a resolution, which was touched, and is not nerved against it, as circulation should not be contracted bepauper inmates,and so rapid was the spread of
adopted, instructingthe Ooinmitteoon Indian Afv,'!
FOREIGN.
fairs to inquire whetherit will not be wise and ex- one would be who takes hold of the low $300,000,000. On the 31st of May,
the fire that five of them wore consumed in tho
Constantinople dispatch says pedient.by appropriatelegislation,to provide poles of a battery with his eves open 1878, a bill was approved, which has
flamss.,
, ..... . ,y
for a revision of the existing lawn regulating InterAnother one of thp great Minneapo- Suleiman Pasha has been sentenced to fifteen course with the Indian tribes in the Indian Terri- and bis thoughts concentrated for tho had the effect of fixing the legfil tender
.years’ imprisonment.. .A now Turkish Minis- tory., ...
expected shock. It is said that the circulation at $346,681,016. The text of
lis floor mtils^the Anchor, with seven runs of
try has been organized,all the members of the
House.— A largo numberof bills were introduced, mode of punishment has reduced the this bill is as follows
. *
stones—has been destroyedby fire. Loss, $85,old Cabinet having been dismissed....
At Goa,
die it enacted, dc., Tbat from and after thA
among which were the following:1 0 compel na- visits to the room 45 percent. The
India, on tho 4th of December, tho body of St
passage of this act it shall not bo lawful for
OhiCago elevators, as per officialre- Francis Xavier was exposed in the Cathedral in tional banks to receive the standard silver dollar as | dungeons have been dispensed with ex- tho Secretaryof the Treasury or other officer
tho presence of many Catholics from various
j!1 ™luo j0 the sold coin" of the i cept five. About one man per week is
turns, contain 4,886,420 bushels of wheat,
under him to cancel or retire any more of the
/v,/., / ,,
parts of tho world. The ceremonial was im- United States: directingthe Secretary of the Treasury
to
use
$10.000,
000 of legal tenders, held for the 1 Sent there.— COttfWlOR8 {Ohio) Dis- United States legal-tendernotes. And when
1,000,927bushels of corn, 355,105 bushels of pressive and excited much religiousenthuany of said notes may be redeemedor bo reredemptionof fractionalcurrency, in pay- patch.
oats, 172,858 bushels of rye, and 1,240,531 bush- siasm.
ceived into the treasury, under any law, from
ment of that amount of the 6-20 bonds;
els of barleyi.makinga grand total of 7,991,850
any source whatever, and shall belong to the
Emperor
William
has returned to by Mr. Vance (N. C.). to repeal the United States
Russia and Afghanistan.
bushels, against 2,852,912 bushels at this period
Electoral Supervisor's law; by Mr. Atkins, to make
United States, they shall not be retired, canthe German capital, after several months’ re- minor or subsidiary coins legal tender for all debts
lost year. ^
The exact intentionsof Russia, so far celed or destroyed,but they shall bo reissued
tirement, and issued a decree announcing his due the Government, includingthe payment of
and paid out again and kept in circulation;
THE SOUTH.
resumption of imperial powers. . .The British customs dues; by Mr. Burchard,requiring national- as the military campaign against Afghan- provided, that nothing herein shall prohibit
banking
associations
to
receive
legal-tender
coins
A number of prisoners charged with under Gsu Roberts gained a complete victory on deposit at par, and in exchangeat par for United istan is concerned,are likely to be re- tho cancellationand destructionof mutilated
over tho Afghans in Peiwar pass, killing a large
States and national-bank notes, also directing the vealed now that tho English Govern- notes and the issue of other notes of like debeing concerned in the recent difficultiesin
number of tho enemy, capturing eighteencan- United States Treasurer to receive coins of the
nomination in their stead, as now provided by
Tensas parish, La . have been arrestedon Fed- non and a largo quantity of ammunition. United States in exchangefor United States notes ; ment has instructed its Minister at St.
law. All acts and parts of acts in conflict
eral warranto and taken to New Orleans for The British loss
eighty killed by Mr. Buckner, amending the SilverRemonetization Petersburg to call upon the Czar for an herewith are hereby repealed.
trial before the United States Commissioner.
and wounded.... Tho British Parliament act: by Mr. Cummings, to provide for the redemp- explicit statement of what was meant by
Dec. 5, the war in Afghanistan tion of subsidiary coins of the United States,ami Gen. Kauffman’s address to the Ameer
A correspondent of the Louisville convened
Wistful Materfamilias(reading evenbeing tho occasion of its mooting so early. The for their reissue; by Mr. Page, to enforce the FourCooler-Journal,who was sent to Breathitt Qaeen’s address was unusually brief. It stated teenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the constitu- upon the occasion of presenting him ing paper) — “ Here’s another of those
coppty, Ry., to write up an account of tho that the assurances from all foreign powers 41011 ..... Mr. Durham (Ky.) moved to sus- with a sword. Tho address waa as fol Allington girls married!— and to that
pend the rules and pass Iho bill directing the Secrelows :
are friendly, and speaks hopefully of the future
civil wAr raging there, reports that affairs are
tary of the Treasury to stop the coinage of the
young Carew, of the Grange, of all peopeace of Europe.
r
My illustrioussovoreign,in whoso empire
trade dollars,and to take the latter, thus received,
indeed in a deplorable condition, and that, inple ! How well those girls go off, to be
tuo
Him
noyer
sots,
ami
whoso
raised
finger
and
recoin
them
into
standard
dollars.
The
vote
stead of being exaggerated, the stories about
The West of England Bank, with
stood 154 yeas to 91 nays — not two thirds.... causes miilionH of soldiersto take up arms, sure!” Paterfamilias— “ Ah, - awfully
V the strife there do not represent as bad a state
head officeat Bristol, and tho CaledoniaBank Mr. Sayler introduced a resolution calling upon the sends this pledge of friendshipand unchanging
of affairs os really exist The law is! overridgood-looking girls, those Allingtons.”
Secretary of tho Treasuryfor certain information. affection to his friend and ally, the noble and
den, and the connty officers are powerlees to of Glasgow, Scotland, have failed The former
Materfamilias (severely)—“ It’s not the
Mr. Garfield objected on the ground that it would
chivalrousruler of the Afghans andBeloofchees.
W.UOO.UUO, and the latter of
• ^
even make a single arrest Prominent citizens
be imposing a Targe amount of unneewsary work
good
looks. It’s because they’re so
History
teaches
that
Russia
over
espouses
a
just
about
I
<,000,000.
..
.It
is
said
that
Russia
and
' who have been threatened have fled for their
on the department. Mr. Sayler— Then the country
lives, and Jackson, the ooopty seat of; Breathitt England may probably make an equal division is not to bo informedof the condition of the treas- cause, that she has always known him to pro- well brought up!” Chorus of'daughbetween them of the Ameer’s domain. Stranger ury! Mr. Foster suggested that tho resolution tect her allies from the attacks of any enemy ters— ” Oh, do bring us up well,
county,is almost depopulated.
things have happened
should bo accompanied by an appropriationof however powerful Whoever sides with Russia
'
Two IMPORTANT events in the life of
$26,000 to defray the expenses. The resolution was need not fear tliat a hair of his head will be inThe
Ameer
of Afghanistan’sreply to not received.
jured The power of the Russian sword is
Wade Hampton happened on tho 10th of DecemTHE MARKETS.
Tuesday, D«\ 10. -.Senate. -Mr. Wallace great. This is a fact known to the enemies of
ber. On that pay ho was elected to the Senate tho ’V iceroy of India's ultimatumhas lieon received by the latter. Tho Ameer explainsthat Introduced a bill to authorize the exchange of sub- Russia as well as to her allies.May God proof the United States from South Carolina. AlNEW YORK.
his refusal to receive Gon. Sir Neville Chamber- sidiary coin for trade dollars. Referred. The bill tect and preserve the two powerful sovereigne
most at the same hour the surgeons amputated
—tho Czar and Ameer. May God preserve the Beeves ........................... $7 50 @10 00
lam’s mission was not intended to be hostile,
one of his
,
provides that subsidiary coins shall be exchangeHogs ..............................
8 00 © 3 20
but arose from a fear of a loss of his indepeud- able for trade dollars at the rate of ICO cents for welfareof tho two allied countriesto the l^nefit Cotton, ...................
9
yu
of
Afghans
Russians
and
humanity
at
large.
A btatb of lawlessnessstill existed in enoe. He declares no enmitv exists between each of said dollars,and they shall forthwith bo reFloub— Superfine ..................
8 40 © 8 70
May
the
echo
of
these
words
awaken
consolaWheat— No. 2, ................... 1 00^0 1 (,7
Breathittcounty, Ky., at last accounts. The Afghanistan and tne British Government;that coined into subsidiary coin, and the gain, if anv l)o
ho desires to resume his former friendly rela- made, may be used by the Secrotary of tho Treasury tion and hope where oppressionand tyranny aro Cohn— WesternMixed ..............
42
4HV,
rival fictions continue to shoot each other like
Oath— Mixed ....... .......
81
tions; and, finally, that he will not resist tW to pay the expense of sending the subsidiary coin to paramount
69
barbarians at every opportunity. Tho State visit of a small temporarymission. As tho such persons dr banks as may desire the same in
.Theflo are very plain, bold words, but Rye— Western ........... ..........5$
Pork— Mess ..................
..... 7 50 © 7 60
militia b&s been sent to the soeue of tho oak letter expresses no wfllinguessto comply with exchange for other coins. The coinage of
it is to be taken into account that they
..............................
®
8
. rages, but they seem powerless to suppress the tho vicerov’sspecific demands operationswill the trade dollar shall cease from and after the pass
CHICAGO.
spirit of lawlessnessthat seems to have seized proceed, if possible, more actively, in conse- age of this act.... Mr. Allison,from the select com- were simken before the Treaty of BerBKKVKH-Choioe Graded Steers ..... 4 60 @ 4 75
mittee to inquire Into the chargesagainst Stanley
upon an entire community, '1
quence of the Ameer's irresolution, so as to ab- Matthews,submitted a resolution requestingtho lin was signed, and at a time before
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 00 © 2 90
quire as much Os possible before he submits. House to transmitto the Senate the cbpy of the peace had been concluded between RusMedium to Fair .......... 3 40 ©386
WASHINGTON.
testimonyof' James E. Anderson relating to Mat- sia and Turkey. The, two countries Hogs ............. ................1 25 © 2 86
NE*s colnes from Cuba that the thews,
Flora-FancyWhite Win ter Ex.... 4 75 © 6 00
taken before the House committee. Agreed
The commission having under conslaves in several districts of the island have to. .. .At tho expiration of the morning hour, con- were still in a condition of war, and any
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 3 75 © 4 25
'•idoration the propositionof transferringtho
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............81
82ta
notified eir owners that, unless they aro paid aideratkra was resumed of the bill relatingto Presi- assurancesthat Gen. Kauffman may
No. 8 Spring ..............00
08
Indian Bureau to tha War Departmentmot1 at
dential elections,and Mr. Morgan made a speech
for their labor, they shall stop work after the
have given the Ameer at such a time Corn— No. 2 .......
favoring tho measure.
SO
81
Washington last week and began taking testi- 1st of January. They claim that, under
Oath-No.
2
........................
19
20
House.— The Speaker announced the committee have a different significanc^Jftom what
mony. Dr. Barstow, Chairman of the Board tho Amnesty act, they have hem most
Rye— No. 2 ........................
44
46
of Indian Commissioners,was the first unjnstlydealt witli: that, while those of their to inquire into tho causes of tho yellow-fever epi- they would have had if spoken after the Barley— No. 2.... ................95
90
witness. He thought the proposed transfer class who left plantationsto join the insurgents demic: Young, Gibeon, Goode, Hartddge, Morse, treaty was signed, mid wdien the attack Butter— Choice Creamery..; ...... 22
20
, unwise, and that, if effected, It fcould work ad- have been set free, those who remained at homo
Egos— Fresh ......
....... 18
20
Garfield, Huraer, and Chittenden....The Speaker upon Afghanistan had no bearings upon
Pork— Mess .......................6 65 © 0 06
vorsely to Christian operationsnow in progress are still hold in bondage. On account ot this
also announced appointments to fill vacancies in the relations of 'Tuykey and Russia. It
Lard .....................
6J£©
He thought it impossiblefor tho body of toe In- discrimination
they havA determined to liberate committees.... The House then went into comMILWAUKEE.
dian Commissioners to work in harmony with themselves at any coot
mittee of the whole (Springer in the chair) on is not difficultto anticipate the answer
Wheat-No. 1 .......... . .......... 84)*©
Army officials as itdid with civiliaus,ana, gave
the- Consular and DiplomaticAppropriationbill
No. 2 ..................... 81
82
The failure of the West of England On motion of Mr. Hale, the salary of the which Russia will make. Indeed, the
m his reason that the army was formed for war,
80
81
answer has been already made in her Corn— No. 2 .....
to siibdns enemies and make peace, rather than and South Wales District Bank, lately an- Ministers to England,
19
20
declarationthat she has no intentionof Oats— No. 2 .......
to promote religionand r friendship. E. M. nounced by cable, turns out to have been a
Bye— No. i...'. ....................
42
43
interfering in the pending Anglo-Afghon Barley— No. 2 ..................... 68
Kingsley,a member of the board, hold similar
S4
more
serious
financial
disaster
than
the
first amendmentto increase tho salariesof the Ministers
ST. LOUIS.
views.' Ho said we need an army with hoes and
campaign, but that she reserves the
reporte indicated. The institution had forty-Wheat^-No. 2 Red Fall ............68
89
spadei for the Indians, rather man swords and
right when the Ameer is defeated, os ho Corn— Mixed .............
two branches,and its liabilitiesaro $17,500,000.
28
29
nflee. Both of the witnesses defended the Inwise
the
amendment
providing
for Ministersto
20
21
will be, to have a voice ih making the Oats— No. 2 .......................
dian Agents as
body, arid said Its assets are stated at the . same amount, but, Belgium and the Netherlands.
42
43
treaty of peace. In this demand she is Byb ...........
the wholesale abuse was unwarranted.... 48 •“H consist of local bills, which aro not nePORE-Meas.,...
.............
.....
7
00
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SABBATH READING.
Peace on Earth.
41

41

What mcana this glory round our tost,*’
The Magi mused, “more bright than morn!”
And voices chanted, dear and sweet,
" To-day the Prince of Peace is bom !"
What means this star,” the shepherdssaid,
“That brightens throughthe rocky glenr”
And angels answering, overhead,
Hang, “ Peace on earth, good-will to meal'

eigh(een hundred years, and more,
Since those sweet oracles wefre dumb;
fi We wait for Him, like them of yore.
Alas! He seems so slow to come!

w

-Tis

was said, in words of gold,
No time or sorrow e’er shall dim,
That little children might be bold,
In perfect trust to come to Him.
Hut

it

All round about our feet shall shine
A light like that the wise men saw,
If we our loving wills incline
To that sweet Life which Is the Law.
So shall we learn to understand
The simple faith of shepherds, then,
And, kindly clasping hand in hand,
Sing, “ Peace on earth,good-will to men!”
—Jamet Ruqietl Lowell.

The Cross.

SERMON BY

REV. DAVID SWING, OF CHICAGO.
* * * Many-sided was the worth
of Christ. Paul did not extract his
rapture from a single moment of his
Master’s life. That enthusiasm which
pushed aside the Roman i pd Hebrew
splendor, and which gave i p all things

manger
alone, nor upon the death, but it drew
its impulse from all the deeAs and words
and scenes in that life whi/y.i had begun
in humility and had pasr/ti above in a
resurrection. The cross ’f is the symbol
for Christ, did not feed

upon

the

which stood for all. It r/ jailed all the
sympathy, the love; it bhped the memory and touched the y,art; it glorified
the whole history of / iie absent Jesus,
and, ns the word “thr< ne” stands for the
power of God and the power of man,
and at its mention reoalls the mighty
empires of earth, or makes ua see the
universe obeying one all-wise voice, so
the word “cross” came to Paul’s lips as
an affectionatesymbol of all he knew
and loved and hoped of Jesus Christ.
In the immediatecontext the moral-influence theory streams forth in the
thought that Paul must follow his Master and be crucifiedto the world as was
his Lord ; that no form or outward rite
would avail ; that he must himself become a “new creature.” For, the hour
the substitution theory is absent, it is
repudiated,and Paul must himself die
to sin and become transfiguredinto a

new ‘“creation.” He says virtually,
“You Galatians are placing hope in external forms, are keeping the law of circumcision ; but God forbid that I should
ever glory in an outward form. I shall
glory only in that cross which puts to
death all sin and brings to life all inmost purity.” At other times, perhaps,
Paul would have sung the words,
Nothingin my hands

I

bring,

but at this moment the moral influence
of the cross was filling his mind, and he
/(#esired to bring to his God ^ religion
in the soul rather than a religion of the
raiment or of the body.
Christ had lived spotlessly ; had shown
no such narrownessas that which had
stoned a Stephen, or had dragged
doubting persons to prison; He had
loved alike Jew and Gentile; He had
lived in tenderness,not in the cruelty of

; He had depressed
the external to enlarge the spiritual;
He had forgiven enemies ; He had by
day and by night been a moral hero;
He had been a mediator for man ; He
bad not shrunk from a fearful death;
a military chieftain

He

had revealed a second life by rising

from the dead; and in the midst of
these sweet and altogether amazing
facts Paul saw his Hebrew and Roman

In presence of the broad use which
Paul made of this word, in the memory
of the fact that he meant by the word
not only Christ’s sacrifice but all the
ctyinns of Christ’s characterand all the
purest phases of human virthe ; in presence of the fact that the Christian
world has attached to it all forms of
moral excellence, we cannot but conclude that the meanings of the words
Savior and Redeemer are equally indefinite and equally elastic. They are
many-sided, like a crystal, or many-,
toned, like the sea, or star-bedecked,
like the sky. The cross never stood for
the simple death of the Lord, much less
did it ever stand for some one phase of
that death ; but it stood in the letters of
Paul and has ever since stood for all the
love and words and work of Him who
died at last, lifted up by its timber and
nails. Unable to enumerate all this
multiform merit, the heart passes by
the details, aud gathers up the whole
Spiritual riches of Christianityin one
word. As a nation whose climate and
soil and laws and peoples and arts and
customs are too large for perfect
enumeration, groups all these qualities into one term— the eagle, or
the shamrock, or the lion, or the pine,
or the palm, so the holy religion of our
temple, unable to tell the world
at once all the worth of its Founder,
lifts up the cross, and makes the emblem of its greatest event stand as the
emblem of a whole empire of faith and
love and life. As under the symbol of
two wild plants two island nations live,
and each nation, by its own leaves, sets
forth or calls to memory its past and
present, its soil, its language, its political triumphs and defeats, its loves and
songs and griefs, so under one piece of
crossed wood group the repentance, the
charity, the faith, the love, the hope of
a religion—by the word cross it means
all of the sonl’s holy states and memories and expectations.
.

It, therefore,

comes to

pass that

many

denominations, and many individuals
differing in belief, do ail repeat one
word and wear upon their hearts one
symbol. The . meaning of the word is
so rich that, instead of its being exhausted by the virtue drawn from it by you
or me, it lies almost untouched for him
who is neither you nor I, but who comes
to it with trust and affection. Jn that
picture seen in so many windows of the
streets, where a woman’s form reaches
up out of a stormy sea, and throws the
arms around a rock, cut cruciform by
nature, the spectators perceive no one
significancein that cross. While the
old and the modern schools gaze at the
scene with differingthoughts, all agree
in this, that the dying woman has found
at last a power greater than that of the
ocean about her feet. All spectators of
many minds blend together in the words

—She

is saved

The emblem

!

one which anyone
rather one which
all sects combined cannot measure.
When you see the old saints all looking
to it with hope, and then in more recent
times behold that varied thought which
has sprung up out of liberty repeating this one word— all that multitude
of Christiansbetween Calvin and Chan
ning pronouncing the term Cross— do
you, not stand wonder-stricken that tw®
pieces of wood could gather such differing millions under their shadow ? But
such was He who died upon the crossing
beams. If, as an ancient said, the cross
stood for the universe by its pointing
four ways, right and left, or up and
down, or toward the four compass points,
thus sweeping the whole horizon, it was
equaled by its victim on Calvary, for
His wisdom and virtue and love and
intercessionlooked in all directions, up
toward heaven, down toward the depths
of suffering, right and left ; they swept
the whole horizon of human life.
My young friends, the earth is old.
It may have seen on its surface
is not

sect mayexhaust, but

is

THE NATION aY CAPITAL.

in a general interchange of views, last
From Our WashingtonCorrespondent. week, indicatedthat it would confine itself to current business without conWashington, Dec. 7.
Congress has settled down to business sidering measures for a change of the
tariff or kindred legislation.
right at the start with an earnestness
EI-GOV. FOOTE.
that leads to the belief that we shall
The
Louisiana
Republicans, headed
have a session marked by a good deal
of solid work, and less of the bunoombe by Gov.fKellogg, will make a- hot fight
and politicalcapital-making than char- apinst the confirmation of Henry S.
acterized the last session. The mem- Foote as Superintendentof the New
4

bers return to their duties apparently

impressed with a troth they ought to
have realized long ago, namely, that
their constituents are tired of seeing

Orleans Mint. Foote’s appointment
was effected through the influence of
Judge Swayne, of the United States
Supreme Court. Henry S. Foote has
been a prominent figure in politics for
upward of half a century. He was successively Congressman, Governor and
Senator in Mississippiaway back in the
days before secession had begun to be
talked about, and was a dangerousrival
and fierce antagonist of Jeff. Davis.

man.

The preliminarysteps have been
taken to prepare a charter and incorporate Petosky as a village.

Hon. M. S. Henry, who was .well
known in the Saginaw valley ten years
since, died at Sterling, 111., recently.

The farmers

of

1

the State are going

to ask the Legislatureto dfier a

of $200 for every
and

horse- thief

i

convicted. u

7

Blake, and other farmers around Comstock, Kalamazoo
county, are fatteningabout 5,000 sheep
J. C.

and W.

reward
ohnght

C.

the halls of the National Capitol converted into a political arena, and the
for the shambles.
whole time of the session consumed in
The Governor has pardoned Cornepolitical harangues (printed and circulius Guerin, sentenced to Jackson fifteen
lated at Government expense),to the
months ago for three years fer larceny,
neglect of the public business. The
his innucence being established. •
House lias done a thing it was never
known to do before-passedtwo of the When secession was first agitated in
Thomas Cliff, aged 80 years, died iatit
appropriationbills before it had been Mississippi Foote combated the doc- Flint a few days since. He has resided
trine with all the ability and there about forty v ears. He wasanEn
in session two days. Let us hope that
earnestness
could command. glishman, and took part in tho battle of
it will keep on in the good path it has
The fire-eaters, led by such men os Waterloo in 1815.
started upon.
Davis, Quitman, and Barksdale, finally
THE BLAINE RESOLUTION.
The Government has mode au arrange*
The Democratic members held a cau- obtained the ascendency, and Foote was ment with tho Sisters of, St. Joseph, at
cus this week, at which the conclusion relegatedto the shades of private life. Marquette, whereby their hospital is to
was reached to allow the Blaine investi- He then emigratedto California, and be used as a marine hospital for all sick
gation to- proceed provided they were came very near being elected to tho and disabled seamen on Lake Superior.
allowed to include the Northern States. Senate from that State. He subsequentTwo men, supposed to be confined in
It was also agreed not to oppose ly drifted back to the States, settled in
Tennessee,
and
was
elected to the Con- the Ionia House of Correction,getting
the investigation
the cipher
tired of prison life, deliberately opened
dispatches,from whatever quarter federateSenate during the war, where
he
continued
to show his hatred of Jeff the doors of their cells and walked out
the proposition emanated. The ReDavis by vehemently opposing his pol- of tho institutionwithout meeting any
publicans, it is said, will agree to this;
icy at every stage of tho Rebellion. opposition from the prison officers-so it is pretty certain that au investigaGrand Rapids Eagle.
tion of the elections in both sections Foote is the man who told John P.
Hale,
of New Hampshire, in the Senate
Miss Nellie Arzeno, aged 20, forwill be ordered.
of the United States, years ago, that if merly of Flat Rock, died at Memphis,
PUNISHING ELECTION FRAUDS.
he would go down to Mississippi ho NoV. 28, of yellow fever. Recently the
Representative Rainey, of South CarWild be hung. Since then Foote has death of her father and mother was anolina, has introducedin the House aalways been known by the title of nounced.
bill to regulate the manner of holding
elections for Representatives in Con- “ Hangman ” Foofe.
I?r. C.B. Burr, graduate of tho 77
GOV. WALLACE,
gress, and punishing fraud at such elecclass of the College of Physician* and
There will also be an effort to prevent Surgeons, of .New York city, has been
tions. It declares that it shall not be
the
confirmation of Gen. Lew Wallace appointed assistant surgeon of the Inlawful at such elections to nse ballots
as Governor of New Mexico. Godlove sane Asylum.
which are written or printed upon tissue
S. Orth, who was opposed and almost
paper, or upon pieces of paper less than
defeated
by Wallace’s opposition, is While engaged in chopping near
five inches in length and three filches
Otisville, Genesee county, recently, Stein width, and that whoever casts such heading the movement against tho lat- phen Griffin was so badly injured by a
ballots shall be guilty of felony, and, ter’s confirmation,with some show of falling tree that he died in two hours
upon conviction, shall be fined not more success.
after tho accident.
ALECK STEPHENS.
than $1,000 and imprisonednot more
An effort is being made to renibve the
A. H. Stephens, the Lilliputian statesthan two years. The bill provides that
county
seat of Ionia county to Portland.
all such ballots shall be rejected and not man ’ from Georgia, had a narrow esThe citizens of Portland offer to build
cape
from
a
serious
accident,
a
few
days
counted, and that every officer found
$40,000 worth of county buildings if
guilty of counting them shall be pun- ago. While ascending tho steps
tho change is made.
ished as aforesaid. It provides further leading to the portico of the Capitol
The recently-organizedPresbyterian
that all ballots cast at such elections one of his crutches slipped and he came
church
at Boyne Falls, Charlevoix
shall be written or printed on plain near tumbling backward down the long
county,
is
now talking of erecting a
flight
of
stone
steps.
Luckily
his
faithwhite paper, and shall have on the outhouse
of worship; so are the Catholics
ful
servant
was
at
hand,
and
caught
the
side no distinguishingmarks, and that
of Petoskey, the Presbyterians of Little
all ballots of a different descriptionand fragile frame of tho Georgia statesman,
having distinguishing marks on them thus saving him from what must have Traverse, and the Presbyteriansof
Ithaca, Gratiot county.
shall be rejected. The bill still further proved a fatal fall. Stephens is one of
the
remarkable
men
of
the
time.
He
is
Several men tried to force entrance
provides that any person who shall be
guilty of fraud at any election for Rep- now ()7 years old, and, although he has to a disreputablebouse at Howard City
resentative in Congress by casting, or been reported as dying for the last ten one day last week. The inmates fired
causing to be deposited,any unlawful years, he has as good a prospect of living on them, and John Weller was shot
ballot, or by counting or aiding to count to the end of the century as any man through the wrist; R. Collins shot in
fraudulentballots, shall bo deemed on the continent.He seems to grow tho leg, and Cal. Peasley shot in the
guilty of felony, aud, upon conviction, more vigorous, bodily and mentally, forehead. His wound is fatal.
be fined $1,000 and imprisoned not less every day, and is in better health now
Wm. Boyd and Cyrus R. Jennings, of
than one nor more than five years. The than he has enjoyed for many years Ithaca, Gratiot county, quarreled,a few
'

hb

of

declares it to be a felony for any past.
PERSONAL.
person to intimidateor prevent any
The venerable Peter Cooper was
voter from voting, and punishes the
offender by fine and imprisonment, as around town several days, the past week,
bill

and attracted much attention in the
street and on the floor of the House, by
POLITICAL ASSESSMENTS.
Representative Chalmers, of Missis- his patriarchal appearance.
Neither of the Nevada Senators—
sippi, offers a bill making it a penal
Jones
and Sharon — have as yet put iu
offense to assess persons in Government
employ for election purposes. Every an appearance at tho capital.
Secretary of the Navy Thompson had
officer, or other person, violating the
provisions of the bill will be deemed an attack of vertigo a few (lays ago,
guilty of a misdemeanor,and, on con- which, for a time, greatly alarmed his
viction, be fined not exceeding $1,000. family and friends. Ho is now well
It imposes the same fine upon persons again.
Senator Sargent, of California,and
convicted of soliciting,or otherwise attempting to induce, Government clerks Representative Dunnell, of Minnesota,
have been seriously ill, but ore now conto contribute for election purposes.
valescent.
THE BANCROFT TREATY.
Jim Anderson, the champion witness,
Three or four resolutions have been
introduced in the House in reference to turns up in Nayada, whence he notifies
giving notice to the North German Con- Senator Allison by telegraph that he is
federation to terminate the treaty of ready to testify in the Stanley Matthews
Feb. 22, 18G8. One introduced by Mr. business— provided, of course, the comSpringer sets forth the provisions of mittee will grant him mileage and witthe treaty, which are that when a Ger- ness fees. Senator Allison says he don’t
man-Americancitizen shall have re- think his testimony worth the price deturned and remained in the territory of manded, and Jim will probably winter
Germany longer than two years it shall in the Sierras unless he makes & raise
be held that he has renounced his citi- among the minors ; and, as they are not
zenship in this country. Complaints so soft as the average Congressman,this
have been made that such citizens have is hardly probable.
in case of other offenses mentioned.

aims all turn to dust, and a cross to rise
up out of the wide expanse of the future. The piece of wood pointing four
ways, with the body of the divinest
being of all history imaged upon it
six or
fifty thousand
loving and dying, did not speak to Paul
years
of
that ‘human existence
only one truth ; it did not proclaim the
theory of a “commercial transaction” which you see to-dayv In all that
long period the heart ha^ knelt by some
nor the theory of a “moral influence,”
altar, and has come to the grave in some
but that wood prefigured a new world.
The four arms pointed out the four kind of a hope and trust. Many religions have come, bringing what of vircompass points from which all the four
tue and joy they knew; but no mortal
winds should blow all human love and
in the long-gone centuries has prayed
wisdom and virtue and immortal life.
If ever there has been a human or acted or died, and no Deist of the been forced into the military service,
thoughtfulpresent acts or prays or dies in
boast justified by history, Paul’s boast
A Very Strange Story.
and, as this works great injusticeto
over the cross must be declared the name of any spiritual philosophy German-Americans who have no inten- A South London (England) journal
now to be -vindicatedin the actual which can surpass or equal that wor- tion to renounce their citizenship, it is reports a story which reminds us very
ship, out of the broad bosom of which
career of
For
the
sought by tho terms of tee treaty to much of the Gaffer Hexamg and Rogne
rises the cross of Jesus Christ.
sacred emblem passed into Rome, the
have it terminate by giving the required Riderhoodsof the Thames. A drownimperial city, it broke up slowly the
notification.
ing man from the Princess Alice offered
The Stocking Bank.
assemblageswhich met to see wtld
THE SUPPLY. OF COIN. . w
a boatman £5 to save him. The latter
Many of, the German Pennsylvania A bill introduced by Representative called out that be “could not do it for
beasts fight with ftien and men transfix
each other.
vernal air of charity farmers have long had a saw, “The stock- Phillips provides that the redemption the price.”
passed (jve? oven cruel Rome, and soft- ing is better than the bank.” They still of notes in coin shall be suspended
“I’ll give you £10!” screamed the
ened that iron heart. As impassioned continue to make deposits in the former whenever the coin in the treasuryshall half-drowned man.
lips spoke and sang of this cross in rather than in the latter, for which they be reduced to $50,000,000, and that when
“It’s worth more than that, Go^nor,”
later ages, slaves were set free, despot- certainly have had good reason of late, the amount of coin in the treasuryexcomposedlyreturned the waterman.
ism changed into a mild monarchy or since, while a stocking may be car- ceeds $100,000,000 the surplus shall be
“ Fifteen pounds, then,” pantingly reinto liberty, children were bom into an ried off, it never steals the money in- used for the redemptionof bonds bearplied the drowner, almost with 2ua last
unusual care and eduoation, and na- trusted to its keeping. An old Lehigh ing the highest rate of interest that are breath.
tions were born into a closer brother- county former who died recently had
Vi
** No, but PI! tell yon wot, I’D save you
hood, and the tomb of man began to be iaith in stockings. After his death his
THE LABOR QUESTION.
for £20.”
decked with the flowers of a new hope. children mourned the fact that nothing
Abram S. Hewitt, Chairman of the
There was no other alternative, for
When, to those vast public changes had been left them, and began rum- special committee of the House charged the boatman evidently meant what he
which have followed that cruciform maging about to find a will. In their with the investigation of the labor ques- said, and the victim consented. He was
word, you add all the private virtue and search they discovered sundry stockings tion, will call his committee together in
hauled into the boat and rowed ashore,
private happiness which have issued full of gold and silver coin, amounting a few days and continue hearing the and directly they got to the land the
from it like perfume from the sandal to over $2,000, which had been put views of prominent manufacturers and boatman demanded the money. Said
tne, what hymns have been sung around away, mainly in half dollars, from soon workingmen on that subject. He has the late victim
i~ r-y
it, what prayers offered in its memory, after the beginning of the century to invited several prominent New England
“ I would have given you £5 willingly,
you will feel that, compared with this the farmer’sdeath, shoeing by the dates manufacturers and the leading members but, since you have shown yourselfsuch
symbol, all other emblems of riches or they bear that he had begun hoarding of the Pittsburgh trades-unionsto come a black-hearted scoundrel,you shall
j power or pleasure fade. The Protest- in childhood. It was evident that he
forward and give their views on the have nothing.”
ants have removed from the wood the bad secreted only new coins, fearing, no business and labor question. It will be
The boatman swore and stormed, but
dying form, because their hearts cannot doubt, that those that had been any some time before he is ready to prepare
without avail, and all he could get was
endure the remembrance of such agony. time in circulation might have lost his report to Congress.
the name and address of the man, who
They prefer the simple cross, along with something in weight.
THE POTTER INVESTIGATION.
said he might, if he liked, 11 take the
the reflectionthat He who once suf- It is said to be the intention of the law out of Mm.” The boatman means
fered there has gone away to His paraIn the heart of the Scotch Highlands Potter InvestigatingCommittee to send to go to law, and he has commenced acdise; but, if the Roman Catholics pre- has been founded a large Roman Catho- a sub-committee to New Orleans to con- tion against the man for breach of confer the crucifix, we complain not, for it lic monastery and school The build- tinue that branch of the investigation,
tract. A well-known South London sowill recall to them, as the simplest cross ings, which are not yet completed,will which was interrupted by the yellowlicitorhas the case in hand.
to us, the greatest memory earth pos- cost $250,000. Lord Lovet gave the fever epidemic.
sesses. History proclaims it to be the site, and the institution is in charge of
THE TARIFF.
Not more than half the church sittings
most powerful symbol of all times.
the Benedictine Fathen.
The Committee on Ways and Means, in London are occnpied.

ten or

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

Letter

when

.

A

:

days ago, over the division of a lot of
potatoes they raised during the season

upon shares, during which the latter
stabbed tho former three times, the
blade penetratingthe heart and causing
instant death.

H. H. Mosely, of Marion, Perry
county, Ala., writes to the people of
Michigan as follows: “The relatives or
friends of Adjt. Noble, of the Second
Michigan Infantry regiment, can get his
sword by addressing mo. ’Twas captured during the siege at Knoxville,
Tenn.”
During the month of November there
have been 29 convicts received at the
State prison; 27 discharged;8 pardoned, 1 by the President and 2 by the
Governor; 1 escaped— Savage; of Detroit— and 10 transferred to the Ionia
House of Correction, making a decrease
of 20, and leaving 788 confined Dec. 1.‘

The

State Bee-Keepers’.Association,
annual meetingi elected
the following officers : President,A. B.
Cheney, Sparta; Vice President^ Geo.
E. Steele, Elk Rapids ; W. B. Southard,

at their reoent

Kalamazoo; James Hedden, Dowagiao;
Secretary,

The

T. F. Bingham, Abronia.

association decided to hold its nelt
meeting at
.

Jackson. >

The extensive hardware store of
Russell Bros., of Manistee, caughi fire
the other night, and was destroyed with
its contents,except about $1,000 worth
of goods removed while the fire was in
progress. Miss Haley’s millinery store,
next to Bussells’, was burned. Bussells’
loss is about $15,000; insured for $10,000. Miss Haley saved most all her
goods.
The An Sable Netvs estimates the
quantity of logs that will be put into
the Au Sable and Pine rivers
the coming winter, in round numbers,
at the enormous figure of 155,000,000
feet— a figure fully one-fourth larger
than the crop of any previous year, and
more than double the entire cut of last
winter. •Of this amount 128,260,600
feet goes into, the Au Sabi?, ,
j f
!

,

If we turn to the statement <5f tho
valuation of taxable property and the
equalizationfrom 1851 to 1876, yre shall
find that in this important element of
strength, in a commercial point of view,
Wayne county is even stronger than it
is in population. The property of the
State and county were respectivelyassessed as follows m the several equalizations:

State.

Wayne

................
$ tO.Wfl^IO |
1®C ..................... WflS.OOfl iSMool
MM .....................
28.808, 4S0
..................... 807.066.84241,871,718
IS], ..........
......... «3U, 000,
00.000,006
1876 ..................... 030.000.000F7JKO.OOO

MMM.S0S

000

In

explanati^p

of the vast

increase
proper to
state that the basis was changed, but
the relative proportion between Wayne
county and tho remainderof the State
remained the same.— Detroit Free

from 1866

to 1871, it

Press. ,

may be

„

.

•

Just imported an immense stock of

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, December

1878.

14,

for-

eign and domestic woolen and

cotton

yarns, beautiful shawls, nubias,

scarfs,

“SPECIAL BARGAINS

T K

hats and caps, at such low prices that they

must

For the Holidays.

sell fast, at

Importer,of

I have Just aecelved a large assortment
We have made unusually large preparations for the Holiday Trade, and
Evening Poet publishes of holiday presents, such u lamps, chan- Great Bargains during the next two weeks in
an interview with Mr. FrederickDouglass, deliers, fancy glassware, fancy crockery,
undoubtedly one of the brightest intel- etc., etc., too numerous to mention. Cali
lects which the African race has furnished and sec for yourself.
G. J. TE VAARWERK.
us, under date of Nov. 20th, as follows:

New York

Pure China and Japan Teas,
will offer

Supply Tma

The

finest 5

cent cigar in the city, and

—

your correspondentthis morning said that an elegant 10 cent cigar at the Cheap
a state of terrorism undoubtedly exists in
Cash Store of
the Gulf states. He had

abundant infor-

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

of L

neslrd package,of one pound sack, in canktor*
the aame capacity,and in 6 ha., 10 ha. and 80 Iba.

One

polit-

Renewer.” It

Hair

ho gave a number of bis recent personal experiencesin Maryland to
prove this. He thinks that President
Hayes is a thoroughly honest man, and
proved, and

is

-

&

--------

Remember

Co. will insure your
against

with the hoped-for success.

damage by

-

asked what remedy he would sug-

House and Fdrniture

-

Fire on Lightning.

L. T.

KANTER8

Agt.

South he said
bugbear. The South cannot
remain solid. The trouble has been that
the races have been antagonized. The
In regard to the solid

“That

:

is a

carpet-baggers were, perhaps, the best men

prices.
- --

One

price to All, nnd no deviation. 'Goods ail

10 per

cent,

BOOTS & SHOES
For Thirty Days.

KANTERS.

A complete stock of

cal

power,

is impossible that they can

it

among

long agree. There are
will

come

In

them, or

addition

Albums and fancy

Toys,

forward, men of consequence,

ambition and ability,who will form oppo

added a

full line

powers and wait

flection slowly

holli-

L. T.

KANTERS.

NEWSPAPER.
made

The enterprise that has

The Week-

Time* not only the beat journal of

its

class in Philadelphia, but, by genera^
acknowledgment, the best journal for the
family circle issued from any press, is
scrupulously maintained. Its contributors

from week to week are among the fore-

most men of the

and no

nation,

depart-

ment of news or literatureis slighted in

any number on any pretext. It
adapted as well to women

English Cloth, Standard Edition,$3.25;
Fiue American Cloth, Popular Edition,
containing all matter and illustrations,
$1.50. This invaluablework, embracing
a practicaltreatise on chronic diseases,
sexual physiology,and a thousand things
worth knowing, is trom the pen of Dr:' E.
B. Foote, of 120 Lexington Avenue, New
York City, who has been in extensive
practice for twenty-fire jears. Book sent
by mail on receipt of the price. Address
Murray Hill Publishing Company, 129
East 26th Street, New York City. 44-2w

men; hence

crhonicie of current social events. In al!

these departments the pens of the best
writers are engaged, while selections from
other journals are

made with

care, taste

weather, and almost everybody has a "bad

remember the
Cough Mixture, the

cold" you will do well

highest market price
will be paid in

virtue of Macalister’s

best iu the market for coughs, colds, asth-

*
*
A

J3L

A

.

.

as

Grand Rapidr. Mich.

m

JL Jk

T

W
JCi O

PFANSTIEHL & GRISWOLD.

ESTRAY NOTICE!
on

5 and 10 cents

DOE8BURG.

Fire In*. Co.

Beside* having a
cent Tea,

we

KANTERS

Agt.

full

Hoe of fresh gro-

wo

still

ceries,among which

count our 40

also offer an elegant English

Breakfast Tea, cheap; a

Up

top 5 cent

cigar, and the best leather preserver in the

or abont the
i v 1st day of December, a cow came Into my
enclosure, titnate and being in tbe Township of
Olive, one mile north of win Town line of tbe
Townthip of Holiand, on tbe Lake Shore, to called.
Tbe owner can have tbe tame by proving bit property and by paying accrued charges. ' Inquire of

«4-4w/

_

VALENTINE FEL8.

Army

/

-

Agt

&

-

Al

~

you insure
L. T.

44-tf

1

KANTERS

Flne Reridenceof Mr.

hand. Our

Ottawa or Allegan Counties in exchange for
real estate in the City of Holland.
51-tf
Inquireat this Office.

FOR SALE,
TnE

following describedLots In the City of
r1. Mland. I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9. Block F Lot 6, Block O. West Addition $175
each: Lot 18, Block 8. Lot «, Block II. South West
Addition$118 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 A « In Block
25. as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $300 each.
Also fi lots West of First avenue at $125 each.
CU
•hove will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots \ 10. It. 12, 1*3. and 14. in Block
h. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i in Hlock II. The above will
be sold ou long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,

stock of sugars

cannot be
I

f

have a fine

lot

of

iety of Teas,

one that we

OATES 0TOTIS,

pound that cannot be surpassed.

per

Try

Also, a full assortmentof canned
including Corn

Jims,
thp

it.

MONTHLY,
Conducted by

and Tomatoes, etc.,

J. G.

The handsomest
the

MORE THAN
and

Illustrated

CHAMBERS A CO.

J. H.

St.

Maga-

Louis, Mo.

it

70,000

MONTHLY.

has a larger circulation in England than

T0THEPUBLIC!

any

other American magazine. Every number coniaina Having been frustratedin obtaining a partnership
about one hundred and fifty pages, and from fifty
in the stock of Hsrdware recently sold under
to seventy-fiveoriginal wood-cut illustrations.

Cheap Cash Store of

E. J. Harrington.

Announcements for 1878-9.
Among the attractions for the coming year are
the

Workman.
Manufacturerof

DOORS, SASH,
Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc*

Scroll

I Denominations. Illuit rated with
C H.|Fine Steel Engravingsof Bishops
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of tbe other
contributors.We being the Publishers, and employing no middlemen are able to give direct to
Canvassersthe laroestcommissloas. Sell Rapid
ly. For terms and circulars. Address,

HOLLAND,

The American edition of this periodical la now

highest Market Price, at the

a A

zine in the World.

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

be taken in Exchange for goods, at

fi. D

CHUR

SCRIBNER’S

fruit

Agent Wanted.

N

The best book ever published
"-••'Ion Romanism. Contriouted by
PjIT nfllir the ablest Divines of the different

42-ly

large var-

offer for 50c

full dewcrlptlwn,

Offde&ilmreh2T.Y.

coffees and

we have among our

HOWARD.

ower, price, etc., |H
Atven in an extra of
the Tmrbin* Mntoritr.
Send for a Copy

Orleans, Sugar .................8c.

spices, and

reels, is

Al a recem «ewt rare
86 4’4siO(F pur conu

beat.

We

si

TN

A

New

Van Landegend.

LANDWANTED.

A complete stock of Groceries constanton

J.

X sale
on the corner of Tenth and Cedar
cheap.

for

THE CURTIS TURBINE!

GROCERIES.

Sawing of all kinds

following:

„

battel mortgage hr Messrs. Buhl, Do
charme A Co. ol Detroit, I still do a
Hardware business

Opposite the Post-Office.

•HAWORTH’S,"

a serial novel, by Mrs. Frances
Hodgson Burnett, author of “That Lass o! Lowrie’s.
I respectfully solicitthe custom of every firmer
The scene of Mrs. Burnett’s new novel Is laid in Lan- and citizen who may feel Inclined to deal with me.
cashire;the hero is a young inventor of American I shall keep on hand and will sell cheaper than
birth. “Haworth's”is the longest story Mrs. ever
Burnett has yet written. It will run tnrough
twelve numbers of the Monthly,beginning with
November, 1878, and will be profusely illustrated.
FALCON BERG, a serialnovel, by H. H. BoyThe best kinds of
esen, author of “Gnnnar,” “The Miui who Lost
his Name,” Ac. In this romance, the author
graphically describes the peculiarities of Norse
rmmlgnnt life iu a Western settlement.

FOR CASH

Parlor and Cooking

A STORY OF

NEW ORLEANS, by George W.

STOVES,

Cable, to be begun on the conclusionof “Falconhere.” This story will exhibit the state of society
in Creole Louisiana about the years 1808-4-fi,the
time of the Cession, and a period bearing a remarkable likeness to the present Reconstruction

done to order.

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

period.

PORTRAITS OF AMERICAN POET*.

This
(begnn In August with the portraitof Brvant)
will be continued, that of Longfellowappearingiu
November. These portraits arc drawn from life
hr Wyatt Eaton and engraved by T. Cole. They
series

will

be printed separately on tinted paper, as front-

Anv one of the above articlesmade to order to ispieces of four different numbers. Illustrated
any also or measure on short notice and at Grand sketches of (he lives of the poets will accompany
Raplda prices.

Farming Implements as cheap
as anywhere.

these portraits,

THE

Cor.

River & Tenth sts.
1

86-y

A

STUDIES IN
SIERRAS,series of
I have just received a supply of Slone Tyle, Cora
papers (mostly illustrated,by John Muir, the Cali- Shelters, and as a specialty in stoves, I have the
fornia naturalist. The most graphic and pictur- “Crown Helper.’’ anew cook stove, which will
esque and. at the same lime, exact and trustworthy horn both coal and wood.
studiesof “The California Alps” that have yet
been made.. The series will sketch the California
Tiniuare repaired and
to Order.
Passes, Lakes. Wind Storms and Forests.

made

For the Ladies.

Gray army

blankets very
cheap, and an immense stock of

Rubber Goods

Nubias, Sleeveless Jackets

—

a

I

E. J.

Harrington.

THE “JOI1NY REB” PAPERS, by

an “ex-

Hosiery, and

a full line

of

E. J. Habrington.

made

Confederate” soldier, will be among the raciest I have lust received patent fire-backs
contributions to AeHAnsr’s daring the coming year.
to adjust and fit to over 200 different
They are writtenand Illoatrated by Mr. Alien O.
kinds and sizes of stoves.
Redwood, of Baltimore. The first of the series,
‘Johnny Rebat Play,” appears In the November

beautiful assortment— number.

cheaper than ever before in
FLANNEL GOODS,
I this city, at the cheap cash
before
1 store of
At the Cheap Cash Store of
Agt.

TH£

M. D.

STEKETEE.

of the "Watertowus”

THE BEST CHANCE.

FRESH STOCK OF

Blankets.

)

P.

1878.

Holla wp. Mich., Pec. 11th, 1878.

market.

See the

hereby given that

your homes In the Watertown
L. T.

11,

good

VTOTIOE It

the Drugstore,Holiand, Mich.

The

Inquire of

HARRINGTON.

fatal

Street.

WM. GELOCK.

.

:

Insure

Monroe

No. 121

NUMBER,

ma,

have

J. 0.

DON’T FORGET the

to

laborer expense to give its readers the
drug store. Price 50 cto. and $1. 36-Ora
best and earliest accounts of matters of
current interest in every department of the
Go and try that fresh Cream and Moworld of newi. In addition
ddition to the regular
correspondence thus provided, this Jour- lasses Taffy at
nal is chosen by many of tbe most eminent
L. T. KANTERS.
men of the day as a medium of communication with the public. Tbe “Annals of
Bucklin's Arnica Salve.
the War,” embracing chapters of unwritThe best Salve in the world for Cuts,
ten history contributedby prominent ac- Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
tors in the war of the rebellion,are a valu- Chapped hands. Chilblains,Coras, and
able feature of the paper, and
^
all kinds of Skin Eruptions.
This salve
become a recognized depositoryof such is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
matters, whether from Northern or South.
_
era sources. This department,as well
_ _
»I1 other., will b« well sustainedduring Wslsb, Holland Michigan,
the coming vear. Selections of some of
the most valuablewar articles that have
appeared already have been made, to
pfttr
answer the general demand for their publication in book form. The volume thus
compiled, covering about 800 pages (price,
Id1
$4), handsomely illustratedand elegantly
JLl
•
bound, is offered as a premium for sub•criben. A copy of the “Annals" will be
given as a premium to any one sending
assorted eating
$15 for a club of ten, or $25 for a club of
twenty. Club terms of The Weekly Timet apple, cheap at
One copy, one year, $2; five copies, one
E. J.
year, $8; ten copies, one year, $15; twenty
copies, one year, $25. Address The Timee.
Philadelphia, Pa.

at

Packager can be deposited, and Informationfurnished tothoaein need of it, facilitatingmy cuaturners in every poerlblc manner.

our stock of dress goods,

embracing all American and European cor. Halstead and Harrison sirs, Chicago,
capitals,and they are charged to spare no
and U for sale at Schouten & West veer’s

Fine Havana cigar* for

Lager Beer.

9c.
spitting of blood, influenza,whoop- Extra C .............................
A
...................................
10c.
ing cough, and all diseases of the throat
Weekly
Granulated .......................... He.
centre, and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,

and fullness that are unsurpassed. The
special correspondents of The
Timet are found at every news

the flneat

For which the

Holland, Dec.

To

which is
although its political intelligenceis full and the largest in the city, wc have added,
accurate and its political editorials free several patterns for the holidays. Very
and fearless,liberal provision is made tor cheap. Call and see them, at
religious,literary,dramatic and musical
P. & A. STEKETEE.
matters, wit and humor, travels and adNow that we are having changeable
venture, fiction, poetry, fashions and the
as to

at

Counter,

on hand

SHINGLE BOLTS,

is

MKEU8*?-4w

J’

Wanted,

Street,

Alwny. ready for thowj in a hurry, and will keep
the beat kind of Liquors aud Cigars and

WANTED!

Plain Home Talk embracing Medical
Sense, a book of nearly 1000

diffi

1878.

OIT

HAmiJIGTOJI. Lunch

E. J.

SO,

regular rendezvons,on their arrival in the
city and before their departure for home, on ac
count of the close proximityto the Union depot. A. ^OwT^ac"
k™’ roDtalnlng abont
I shall henceforth make it a point to have accurate
time for travelers to start by, and keep on hand a qnire°ofnd C ltJ W * market- Por Particulars^infull line of
R. A. SCHOUTEN, M. D.

REFRESHMENTS
•
THE

articleswe have

Common

A COMPLETE

bargain

Cheap Cash Store of

ot.

Monroe

Bo. 121

a

shoes, etc., at

Hollakd, Nov.

A

at the

for time and re

to solve the existing

The attention of the public at ’srge is cabled to
Mr. Meeusen continues his dray business,and
the fact that rooiit all the old soldiers,tradesmen,'any orders left at the above store, will receive imcitizens,and farmers, have from ens om mads the mediate attention.

day trade.

culties.”

ly

large stock

of Candies for the

sition parties. Enforce, then, all constitu
tlonal

HARRINGTON.

to our

Casl1

WM. GELOCK,

Boots and Shoes

and Gentlemen. Also,

for Ladies’

of
ready made clothing has just been received

E. J.

and splendid Apples,

Plain Figures.

restanrant of

A very large and handsome stock

politi-

Nuts, Toys,

reduction on

Rubbers, Slippers

southern whites have regained

’

Provisions, Candies,

Rendezvous-Halt!

and opened up al Harrington’s Cheap
we could get, but they ‘were, as a class,
Cash Store. Whole suits can be bought
selfish and unscrupulous,and they played there for prices which would formerly be
Ladies’ walking
on ignorance and predudice. Now that asked for a single coat.
the

marked in

w

always on hand.

A large assortment of Ponker’s Patent
perforated designs— Gold and Siiver Papers and Embossed Pictures at
L. T.

Feed, Bran,

STS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

The McCormick Bros. Homeopathic
auewered: “Time, not bayonets. Ex- Medicine cases can be purchased at the
haust all civil processes, bring cases into drug store of D. Meengs, and when botcourt, even with a certainty of failure— tles are empty he cun refill them at regular
they then will attract attention,be tried
42-4w
gest for the existing evils, Mr. Douglass

CANAL AND BRONSON

COR.

Sin 43-2

Groceries,Flour,

W. Wurzburg,

F.

4M0.

Having purchasedthe store business of Mr. C.
Keppel, near the Chicago Depot, hereby
solicits the custom of his fellow citizens.
A full lino of

an endless assortmentof FANCY GOODS of every description, suitablefor
Holiday Presents. All of which we guaranteeto sell below regular market prices.

And

that the Watertown Fire Ins.

O. Box

J.MEEUSEN,

Novelties in Ribbons and Embroideries,

West-

.

]

“Lee’s

is

THE WELLS TEA COMPANY.
an Fulton Street, New York.

P

linen Handkerchiefsin Faney

druc store. Price only 50 cents.

86-flm

met

educated."

The

and roost reliablehouses in the trade, and all parties requiring Teas should send for a circular.

Collars and Cuifj? in Fancy Boxes,

the best article to

and cun be had at Schouteu

veer’s

8outh every chance; but his

out of court, and public opinion will be

guarantee the qu-lltyof their gotkls.
Wells Tea Co., Is one of tbe largest

restore the color and prevent the falling
out,

that his policy grow out of a sincere desire

When

Supply Teas for Club Orders, and allow
a larger commission than usual, and In all cases

,

Agt.

of the finest preparationsfttr the

Hair we ever got acquaintedwith

of the negro was much im-

policy of clemency had not thuf far

KANTER8

L. T.

some parts of the Union have
been practicallydisfranchised,hut he

to give to the

—

SACQUES,

JIZEBIAS,

Losses honorable settledand promptly

groes in

ical condition

Supply Teas to Peddlers, in half pound
and one pound bags, plain or urlnted, at a more
liberaldiscount than Is given eisewhsre.

paid by the Watertown Fire Ins. Co.

beside, the facts were notorious. The ne-

thought that in the border states the

of

"

boxes.

SILK HAFQKE(RCH1EFS< TIES, SCA(EFSl

mation froM disinterestedand trustworthy
persons which eatablished that conclusion;

Also an immense stock

Storokoopon,in original

Supply Toua to Druggist* Gouorul
Dealers and others, packed In handeom*

variety, Felt Skirts, Furs, &c.

Frederick Douglass in conversationwith

to

packages, at loweit Import prices.

Cloaks, Shawls, Silks, Dress Goods in large

''

23

WELLS TEA COMPANf

r P.&A. STEKETEE.

F&ED. DOUaLASS ON THE 80VTBIBN
TROUBLES.
The

Awarded the Highest Medal at Vierna
and Philadelphia.

Ten,

$4

Will also
a

tear ii aivatce; 35 ceata a awntier.

Subscriptions received by the publishers of this
paper, aud by all booksellersand postmasters.
Persons wishingto snbscribe direct with the publishers, should write name, Post-office,County,
and State, in full, and send with remittance in
check, P. O,

money order,

or registered letter, to

keep on hand a full stock

of whifletree, neckyoke and
wagon

Call

fixtures.

and

purchase to your
advantage. *

Soribner & Co.,
743 A 745 Broadway,

New-York.

WM.
Holland. December

1,

1878.

C.

MELIS.
29-ly

%

May

the Grand Haven railway shows a

The

City Hotel hack lias gone into win- needlessmelancholy.
ter quarters, and a fine light bob sleigh is

union

last night at

---

FIRST

ilepoja.

share in the First ward drug store to Dr.

his

U. A. Schouten, who Is now doing the
Flower, will hold divine business in his own name.
service and preach at Grace (Episcopal)
There are now two insane asylums iu
Church on Sunday morning, 15lh inst., at
Michigan controlled by the state and one
10:30 a. m.
or two controlled by private corporations;
We notice that Mr. J. O. Doesburg has and now there is talk cf establishingan-

W.

The

DRUG STORE, DSnEW STOCK
—
—

Three doors East of Krulsenga’s Store.

death of Jefferson Davis Jr., leaves

of Davis.

Gale

Kiiinia PttariH, Mtt Melt.

-&

charge of the Kirby house at
ven, have declined to do so,

Grand

And the

Ha-

and Ed Kel-

lean remains as manager.— (7r. Rapids

brands of cigars

For once in

for sale.

a lifetime

Wines &

Daily Enquirer.

DemocraticHouse

report that the

Mb.

L.

Barlow,

of Olive, was

awarded

we are enabled to^

(for

presentatives started to work with

of-

Re-

a gnml

the contract to build the Port Sheldon will. They have already passed three imbridge, so-called, over Pigeon river, for portant bills, and seem to be in earnest

sum of $390, and one-halfsectiou of
swamp land.

the

List of letters remaining in

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladies’ and Uentleman’s wear.

assortmentof

finest

the Post

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Up,

Writing Material, Banff,

were to assume

fixtures,in which he exhibits some of the
finest

BOOTS & SHOES
—
—
E. HEROLD,

•.

Pluff, who

Liquors,

And almost everything else bdongtng
stockeddrug store.

Henry Woodruff, Geo. H. Piper, The above firm

in a

well

nre the manufacturer* of DR.

HCHuUTEN’8

futger Westvelt, Pauels Oosterhaven.

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

about their work.

CALL AND SEE US.

Medicinal use only,)

ice at Holland, Mich., Dec. 12th, 1878:
[rs.

ramr

mi-nm m

I am now seUtnc the Howe Sewing Machine,
and will henceforth keep It for sale at my store
Peddlingmachines with wsgom has been abolUhtd
for tho simple reason that the prices of machinal
ate too low to admit of any expensa In that way
Call In and get bargains.
E.

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
In a lawsuit of 8. D. Clay vs. C. C.
Prescriptionscarefully componr
and by Mr. H.
Comstock, to recover wages for services raisl his rent; no gas meter to make things rebuilt this winter. The schooner Tri- Westveer at all hoars, day or night.
W-ly
•during the late campaign, Mr. Clay re- lively; no book agents; no life insurance Color is hauled out at Sobols & Baas’
Q EOT business yon can engage in. $5 to $20
ceived |49.55 of the $150 claimed. It is maa, and no oldest inhabitant to declare yard, and will be rebuilt also.
DUO I per day made by any worker ol either
claimed to be no victory for either side. l\\A it’s the most remarkable weather we
aex, right in their own localities. Par*
The

last

man

We

ave ever had.— Keokuk Constitution.

Sleighing has

fairly begun in this

cinlty. Logs, cord wood, stove wood,

also

probablyengage in business

etc.

brought in by sleigh. Grain

etc., are

coming in

a little

more

is

lively,and as

sleighing improves produce will come in
faster.

Mr.

I.

learn that Mr. J. P. Gardner will

A. Rs. Van Dugteren will give

at

Muskegon,

A few weeks ago we bad occasion to
Mich., on a larger scale than he has hithermention the rare occurrence of shooting
to carried on iu the Village of Allegan.
two deer in one shot, by Mr. Geo. HarMr. Gardner is a first-class business man,
rington, and this week we can mention
and has our best wishes, and we presume
the repetition of the same thing by Mr. I.
we will hear more of him when be gets
Howard, while hunting in the woods
fairly started in the wholesale and

an

,

north of this city. These shots are the

Jobbing

Holland, Mich., Sept.

pills

The tug Daisy Lee, owned at St. Jowill have an awfully lone- seph, by Capt. M. C. Barnes, is hauled out
some time of it. Nobody to dun him or here at Anderson’s ship yard and will be

State

OF

Just received at

the ex-President of the Southern Confed- Thin new store will keep a full supply of the best
and finest
eracy without a relative bearing the name

Grand Rapids.

other at or near

A Large and Fine

TROFItlETOItS.

' Mu. Henry Westveer has sold

his store

WARD

1878.

put on the road between the hotel and the^

added a fine new cigar case to

re

The Rev. Dr. McLeod of Philadelphia The twenty-sixthanniversary of the
is preaching against the wearing of Mcihigan State Teachers’Associationwill
mourning, which he says is productiveof be held at Lansing, on December 25-27,

be

very profitable.”

Kev. E.

a

-

Pat Quigley says: “If sleighing bevery good timber stealingwill

‘‘Old Third” Michigan Infantry

Veterans held

Sweet’s Hotel in tho city of Grand Rapids.
-«•*
-

gratifying increase of business.

comes

The

UNDEfc' the management of Mr. F.‘H.

lattings.

HEROLD.

1877.

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER IN

Boots and Shoes

tlcnlarsand samples worth $S free, knprove your
spare time at this bnalness. Address
Co., Portland,
$-ly

Maine. bmaoH A

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

RECEIVED

JUST
-

-

A.N3D

STILL COMING

Of the neateetetylee and beet qaaltttee which I
effer cheaperthan anybody elae.

An Immense Stock of

business.

Dutch lectures, more remarkable as deer are becoming
in which he portrays some features of life very scarce in this vicinity.
It having become known that Rev. D.
iu the Netherlands to a nicety, in Hope
Pelt, would^eel more inclined to accept
Our readers will notice the new adve
College Chapel, on Thursday evening next.
the call of Hope Church, if the church
tisementsof Mr. E. J. Harrington. Tie
Further aunouncementa by posters.
JLB
was self-sustaining,a subscription list was
tremendousreductionof prices which he
opened and a sufficient sum w'as subFor an endless variety of toys we refer offers for the next thirty days, will
Ladies’ and Misses Winter
scribed to send him a second call, which
our citizens to the stock of Mr. L. T. Ran- doubt enable him to sell a vast amount
Shawls, Gents’ Winter Clothwas done this week. It is confidently exters. The qualities and varieties are too ready-made clothing, boots and shoes, c
ing, Gents’ and Boys’ entire
numerous too mention in detail,but any Tho stock is very large and comprise pected by the knowing ones that he will
Suits, including a fine lot of
one who wants anything in that line for some beautiful goods and great bargains, ^accept this lime.
Overcoats, for Men and Boys,
the little ones will do well to go and iu which must be seen to be appreciated.
Mr. Herman Brinkman has bought the
spect this slock before purchasing.
Pants and Mittens;
yAGuKLPH (Canada) girls, driving hor undividedhalf of Rabbits & Kemps’

other one of his beautiful

Winter Makes

Fall and

GOODS,
SUCH

If possible

a

series of social meetings 4he cows in the

M

will be held under the auspices of the

preceived

dusk

some dark

objects

week on Frid
round a shock of corn, and went to
evenings, the first of which was held On what they were. She immediately fo
Friday evening of lust week. There
herself attackedby six large raccoons,
a large attendance, and the reading, si
fortunatelyhaving a short stick,
E. Church, every other

ing, refreshments, etc., arc highly spok
of and bid fair to become popular.

Zeeland, Mr.

mov
ee

about her so valiantlythat the coo
“made tracks,” .leaving two dead on th

retiring. We con-

men

of

Zeeland on

man

to

A

hope Mr. Brinkman will be successful in

in

The

novelties

which our business men

farming near Schoolcraft, Kala- pick of the choicest and

mazoo county, and [John is lumberingin
On Thursday evening last tho installa the upper peninsulaof the state, fifty miles
lion of officers in the Masonic Lodge took S^rom any postofflee.—
Journal.
place with all the pomp and solemnity the
A fine social was held at Scott’s Hotel
occasion required, after which they adjourned to the City Hotel, where they re- on Wednesday evening last, for the benefreshed themselveswith an oyster supper, fit of Grace (Episcopal)church. The at-

VAN RAALTE.

GRIFFIH,

J. A.

Cutter and Tailor,
rooms over K. J. Harrington's

Etc., Etc.

class Style.

building up a good business.

display in anticipationof a large holiday
Our young folks should not forget that
business is nowhere more visible than in
'AjAST
week
the
Gilchrist
brothers
sold
a new and handsome stock of jewelry has
the store of Reidsema The goods are
elr
saw-mill
in
Heath
to
Brouwer
&
just been received by Messrs. Joslin &
marked very low, and the opportunities to
)8, two Hollanders from Grand Haven,
Breyman, among which they have some
very fine new designs. This firm carries who have begun getting in a stock of logs. purchase presents, in the shape of easy
a very large stock, and their reputation asj The Gilchrists have still some lam! in the chairs, all kinds of furniture, pictures and
trustworthy dealers is well known fron: vicinity,but have closed up all business picture frames and unbounded. Go and see
in the county. J. F. Gilchrist isjnow en- for yourself, and go early to have your
St. Joe to Big Rapids. Call and see thei

gaged

K.

CHEAP CASH

full

and prices.

on southern outrages, in the U. S. Senate
ted that the shirt has

it

A

SUPERB ARTICLE OF

Ladies Cloaks Cut and

English Breakfast TEA
And

a

snlendid variety of other Teaa.

a little,

and was not quite ns bloody as before.

--

to Order.
85-tf

Money! Money!!

Sheetings, Muslins, etc.,

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

Sheetings from

1

yard wide to 2K yards wide.

Ladies hose in endless variety,

cheaper than ever. Call

and

His main point in the speech was “that

they then cleared the capacious dining tendance was large, the oyster supper ele- the Southerns,by intimidation,etc., bad
room and indulged in a dance— and still gant, the music sweet, and several in- got control of the negro vote and thus
dulged iu a step to the cadence of the mu- controlled a larger representative vote in
they all got home early.
sic. An effort will be made to subscribe Congress, prorata, than their white fellowFor a really beautiful and arlisticnl job suffleieutmoney to procure a minister lor citizensof the North.”
of painting we refer our readers to the res- the above mentioned church, and these
The latest dispatches indicatethat in
idence of Mr. H. Boone, on Ninth street. social gatheringswill be had from time to
The work was done by Messrs. B. & J. time to promote genuine sociability- the New England and Middle States they
Grootenhuis,and the beautifulimitation something which this town sadly lacks— experienceda rain storm of 40 hours durof walnut, French walnut, and marble are and thus create a cohesion which is neces- ation, and of such severity, and entailing
unsurpassed in this city. It is a gratify- sary to maintain any young church socie so much disaster and damage, that it will
take several days to sum it up and to
ing sign of the times to see artistic merit ty.
gather up the details. Among the results
enabled to find renumeration in so young
This week we received an order from we read of were, extensive washouts rea city.
Messrs. Walsh & Beach to print them an- sulting in wrecked trains and loss of life;
A boy, eleven years of age, by name of other order book for their grain business. several valleys in Massachusettsinundated
Peter Stegenga,whs yesterduysent to the As each book contains one thousand or- by bursting dams; the destruction of millState Reform School, at Lansing, on com- ders, and this being their third book, one
ing and other property unprecedentedly

Made

A large lot of new Bleachedand Unbleached

must be admit-

changed color

Cleaning and liepairing done
promptly and Neatly,

AXjBO

finest.

Senator Blaine has made his speech
on Wednesday last, but

examine stock

Gall and

fiel

Christmas goods.

D B

line of Boots and
STORE.
Shoes for Men and Boys, Rubthe accession of so fine
ber Boots, Warm-lined Boots, Cutting and making In firsttheir number, and we

Kamps

gratulatethe young folks and business
a young

Specialty.

ALSO

black smith business, in the Village of

the oilier evenii

Custom Work a

Which
will sell

I

have purchased lower than eve

cheaper than ever before.

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS. FROM THE

See.

CHEAPEST TO TUB*BE8T.

N. K. Fairbanks Tin Caddy
Lard, the best in

FURNITUR’E

the country.

Com*

.Ascertain

Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap,

Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

cheap.

Retail

Call at the Cheap Cash
Store of

Bedroom
Coffins

The underalgned, an old and retired nhyatclan,
haring been permanentlycured of the much
dreaded dlaeaaeCONSUMPTION, by a alraple
remedy, la anxious to make known to hla fellov-.

and Parlor Setts,

and Caskets

alwayw

on hand.

E. J. Harrington.

CONSUMPTION CURED!

Sett*

Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thank the public for their patronageof
the past, I hope to merit and solicita liberalsnare
ol It for the rotare.

N. B. Call and see • most besotlfol variety e
may Imagine somewhat how much grain great; Westfield,Mass., almost annihil- sufferersthe means of care. To all who desire it.
he wf 1) send a copy of the prescription used, FREE Camp Chairs, ornaments,pictnre frames, brackets
' 8. REIDSEMA.
they purchase.Our farmers can rest as- ated by the torrents.The same reports OF CHARGE, with directions for preparingand etc.,
Holland, May 15., 1878.
the same, which will be found a sure cute for
form School from this city, and those of sured that they will get as much for their come from Maine, New Hampshire, Ver- uring
ConxumpUon, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Nerour readers who are not acquainted with grain in this city as they can in Grand mont. From Pennsylvania the reports vousness, Sc., Sc„ Sc, Addrars with stamp.—
DR. C. STEVENS, Brnckrllle, Out.
that institutionwill perhaps be pleased to Rapids, and that they can purchase their
are appalling. From Scranton,Pa. they
learn that no jail odium surrounds this drugs and medicines,groceries, dry-goods, report enormous damage along the Susplace, but a regular training school, where ready made or custom made clothing,
quehanna, overflowing its hanks and

plaint of petty thieving. This we believe

etc.

is the first case that goes to tire State Re-

A

they learn the boyb
give them

to

obey and work, and

an education on

the

most

Joslin &

and

shoes, etc., etc., just as cheap, deluging parts of towns and villages.
im- and in great many instances, cheaper than
boots

proved principles, and plans. We recom- in Grand Rapids, and we can safely an
The Grand Rapids Times of a recent
mend this institution to parents who can- ticipatea good business as soon as sleigh- date has the following: A gentleman
not

manage their boys.

, Among the new

ing

build

it

and

is out

with posters offering

of logs, which will
doubtedly enliven the business of t
prospemus village. Other enterprises

purchase all kinds

spoken

of, but are not

tain to bear

yet sufficiently

reputing. On Monday

good a cigar as anybody

to

mandate that low dresses should be worn We can easily believe tills,ns he is always
by ladies at a reception held by the Prin- crowded with business here— In fact, he
cess, and adds that “ the idea of aensibie has to much business tor his own good.
ladles, who did not choose to present them
During his last visit here, a lady came
selves in their bare shoulders, being or- from the southernpart of the State to con-

arm

themselves with a doctor’s

sult him,

and another from

a

_

happy and contended.

secjhied

Ninth & River Streets.

and

best kinds of fnrniture to the cheapest,inrinding all the lateststyles, such as East Lake,
lenten Anne, etc., which we offer at

low

dresses as “ unsuited to the climate

and the habits of the people.”

All

j

Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS

_

kinds of Shingles for sale at

G VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Yery Low Prices.
Having bought everything new we can sell lower
with a small profit, than old slock can be sold “at
cost."

IN

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

longdistance

certificate, is

in the

we met

I

Mad, a leading Tory organ, protests,in great success, some of the best sod wealthvery plain language, against the vice-regal iest families employing him regularly.

county; buttons and ladies in low neck dresses are
28th, and foienoon of the 29th, at the City
the grist mill was very busy, the w
samples, the shorter it is the better.” The
Hotel.
•hope and blscksmtihshops do a
Toronto Globe more mildly protests against
busincn, and everybody

Have reopened their extensive Furniture business, closed by the big fire of 1871, on the corner of

arrived from the north yesterday, re-

too profoundly silly to be east. His rooms at the Rnthbun Honse
point was three times as much as In the funny, and too glaringly insolentto be
are always crowded, and It Is not an unuscity of Holland— it measured fully eighteen tolerated.”The Mail hints that the wearual thing to see a dozen people waiting for
inches on Monday morning iu Zeeland, ing of low dresses Is not in accord with
him in the parlors. In justice to his patand we were told that further cast
‘‘womanlymodesty,” and declares that if rons he should remain here at least a week
Vriesland and Drenthe, the snow was
Lord Lome’s “term of office is to be at each visit. His cures here have given
deeper. The hotels were doing a ra
characterized by tomfoolery, of which the
him a wide reputation. The Doctor will
ate business ; Blok, fhe druggist, still delis orders concerning drivers In boots and
visit Holland again on the evening of the
as

Breyman, H.W.VEEBEEKSC0.

ports meeting the genial Dr. J. C. Kennealready beginning dy, at several places. The Victor has a
find fault with royally. The Toronto very large practice, and is meeting with

the village appeared very lively nod sle^h- dered to

ing was good, the tall of snow at that

who

good.

STORE!

The Canadians are

things in the village

Zeeland we can mention that they w
have another saw mill. Mr. G. Vyn w

is

FEW

A complete

come

stock;

aiid

see for yourself.

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

, Remaining Proprieturi

of

the

FHCEITIX
Planing
AlL Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall Line of Uold Penn.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland. March

84,

1818.

fi—lj.

Mill,

We are prepared to mas n fact n re furnitureto order
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap. ^

We

alto keep ourselves prepared to do all *1®

H.

W.

VERBEEK

Holland, Mich.. July 25, 1879.

A CHRISTMAS ADVENTURE.
BY JOHN

“How

are you,

A.

CONWELL.

Bob?”

“How’dy, doctor? Bad night this,
forsich as you an* me,” was the re*

moments

of my friend Bob’s time, with
his glaring eye and his locust club.
After proceeding a square or two further
we halted, and I was placed in a sort of
sedan chair. This was quickly swung
upon th« shoulders of either two or
four men,! pould not.tell, wliioh, and
rapidly carried along,
“Hello! what you got there?” I heard
some one call.
“Only a one-legged chap ’at’s got too
much Christmas to walk on crutches
sich a slipp’ry night as this,” was the
astonishinganswer.

if

,

I perceivedthat thev were half in- could scarcely use them, pulled the
might let their fel- cork with my teeth and emptied the
low die as a good riddance of bad rub- vial through the hole in the pot-lid into
bish. I protested that no human skill the boiling contents. I was placing the
could save the man’s life; that his death case in my pocket when the woman rewas but a question of time, and a short entered the room, leaving the door wide
time at that, and desired them to take open behind her. The fellows had
me oat of the house as I could be of no their pistols lying on the table— large,
clined to fear that I

To Oar Readers
The attentionof all our readers is ealled to
!

the attractive advertisementof J. L Patton A
Co., 47 Barclay Street New York, who genermiHly offer to send a beautifulChromo Motto,
6x17 inches in size, to all who send 25 cents for
a three months’ saoecription to their new illustrated magazine.

• The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, in
service. I started toward the door.
old-fashioned, single-barreled pistols, his lecture on “ The wastes and burdens of sofor doctors aud
“No, you don’t go back now,” said the for there were no revolvers in those ciety, w claims “man’s natural life to bo 80
policemen; but Bob, buttoned up to the
leader,
stepping between me and the days. I arose from my seat. In on in- years, and, as the average lifo is but 38 years,
ohin and wearing an oil-skin cape,
there must bo a waste of 47 years.” There is
door.
stant two of the pistols were leveled at much of truth in this statement If a nun 1#)
seemed very well banicaded against the
unfortunatein business, it is attributedto the
“You kin ease ’im off a little,anyhow, me, with the exclamation
weather in general, and the cold rain
“ Set down there. Don’t move till violation of some commercial law. Now, if a
can’t ye, doc.?” inquired one whose
of that night in particular, as he leaned
“We’re takin’ him home to his ma,”
person be taken off in the prime ef life, ought it
voice seemed a little tendererthan those yer told to, or I’ll let daylight into ye.” not to bo attributed to the violation of some
against a lamp-post on the corner. Bob
continued the case-carrier.
I resumed my seat, of course. The physiologicallaw? If people only know better,
of the others. The inquiiy came from
was a patrolman on the beat, and part
Thinking that help was near, I made
woman took the pot from the stove, they would live better and longer ; but how can
beneath the snn-bonnet.
ol every night, rain or shine, he was to
an effort to shout, but the fallow who
they profit by that which they know not off
“Not much,” I responded, for in those poured the contents into a large bowl The ouly popular work that moots this groat
be found pacing up and down that part
was behind pnt his hands over toy fade,
and
set
it
on
the
table.
She
then
days
chloroform
and
hypodermic
injecof Broadway, or leaning against that pressing the shawl into my mouth so as
want is Dr. Pierce's Common House Medical
corner lamp-post. Bob had but one to effectuallydrown all sounds. This tions were unknown. I gave the brought out some yellow earthenware Adviser. In it the great pnldems of disease
wounded man some morphine, and took dishes, and, setting one before each of and health are fully aiHCUwbd. The work coneye, and it was so near to his thin nose,
operation also closed up my nostrils,so
tains over U00 pages and 250 colored plates and
my seat on a stool that stood between the men, filled it from the big bowl in wood -cuts. Price $1.50 (post-paid).Address
and was so large, and his head was so
that I was compelled to struggle for air,
the bed and the stove. The five men the center. They huddled over their tho author, It. V. Pierce, M. D .Buffalo, N. Y.
wide through the temples, that he looked
causing my captors to stop a moment.
had withdrawn to the other room, but dishes and ate like so many hogs. The
at first glance as if he had been origThe shawl was removed, and my fur cap
vjuu huh given ns meuieine to cure
were in full view through the open door. woman now for the first time shoved her
inally created with but one eiyo, and
was pulled down over my eyes, and a
ourselveswhen sick, but the knowledge of their
They were in earnest conversationin low bonnet back from her face and leered at
that it had been placed in the middle of
combinationsis a mystery to most of us. That
woolen comforter,that one of the feltones. I was watching them closely, for me out of a pair of eyes, that couldn’t dreaded of all diseases,Heart disease, has
his face. Haw that solitary eye could
lows had probably been wearing for a
I did not exactly fancy the way things have had more devil in them if they had defied nearly all remodieo,but we are happy to
glare! Even in the dark it seemed io
month, was knotted and placed in my
were drifting, when the mask accident- belonged to Satan himself. She seated be able to inform you that in Ur. Graves’
shine with a sort of unnatural, phosmouth aud tied behind my head. For
HEART REGULATOR you have a certain cure.
phorescent glow, and any one who had
ally dropped from the face of one of herself on a box near the door with a Thousandsof bottles have been sold, and peoan instant, while they were removing
dish
of
the
soup
in
her
lap,
to
which
observed it would seem to feel its inthe men. If the wounded man had
ple are ready to testifyto its beneficial results.
the shawl, I got a glimpse of our localsprung from his bed and danced a horn- she gave her whole attention. Nothing There are some really wonderful cases of refluence long after its perambulating
ity.
we.re in a narrow alley or
from what seemed immediate death and
pipe on ’top of the stove, I should not was heard bnt the combined patter of covery
owner was out of sight. Aside from
they have gladly given these testimonials, hopcourt, and we seemed to continue in
that evil-looking and misplaced eye
have been more astounded than I was the rain and sleet on the skylight over- ing they might be the means of benefiting
such places most of the time. This I
at that moment. The falling of the head and the spoons. I began to grow others.
Bob was generallyconsidered a model
could deterpiinefrom the echoes of the
Among tho many forms of Heart disease are
policeman. Always polite and obliging
mask disclosedthe features of Bob, the nervous. It seemed impossible for me
footfalls of the men against the high
Palpitation, Enlargement. Spasms of tho Heart,
to
sit
still.
One
after
another
of
the
policeman.
His
one
eye
never
glared
and ready to occomihOdate, there was walls. These echoes varied in tone as
Stoppage of tho Action of the Heart, Trembling
more fiercely. I involuntarily started men emptied his dish and filled his all over and about tho Heart, Ossification or
not a man on Broadway, from the Batwe traversed Harrow alley- ways and pasBony Formation of the Heart, Rheumatism,
tery to Union Square, who could assist
to my feet and took a step toward him, pipe. How the moments did drag!
sages or shot hurriedly across a street.
General Debility and Sinking of tho Spirita.
“Now
let’s
go
on
with
the
votin’
an’
a lady across a crowded thoroughfare
with the intention of claiming his proSend your name to F. E. Inoalls, Concord, N.
It seemed to ine that we had been travtection.
suthin mighty curious ’bout this to- H., for a pamphlet containing a list of testimowith more ease and grace than he. This
eling for hours, but in reality only about
particularnight, which Bob had cor“Stay where yon are,” was his gruff backer; kind o’ makes me sort o’ sick,” nials of cures,
forty-five minutes, when I discovered
The HEART REGULATOR Is for sale by
rectly described as a bad night for him
command, and ho gave the door a vi- said one.
from the sound of the chair-bearers’
druggistsat 50 cents aud $1 per bottla
and me, it was sleeting fast, a feet on a wooden floor that wo had en- cious kick that partially closed it. I “Bob, gimme a pull at yer wicker;
cold wind swept up from the bay, and
didn’t like the idea of being commanded I’ve got an all-fired hot pain in” — his
Published Testimony establishes the
tered a building. The door must have
I hurried on to my lodgings instead
to remain in that little room— and by words were cut off by another breaking fact that Bcovill’h Blood and Ltveb Syrup
bean left standiifgopen, as thefe* was
is a sterling remedy for scrofulousand all simiin with :
of halting; as I frequently did, to pick
Bob, too. It was incomprehensible.
no halt for the purpose of turning any
lar disordersof a formidable typo. Also that it
a bit of news
gossip-' from Bob’s
“ By jeeminy ! fetch in the doctor ;
The rain and sleet pattereiand beat
enrea white swelling, carbuncles,eruptivemallock or knob. Shortly after entering
well-filledrepository. It was Christmas
on tho skylight overhead, the water burnin’ up !”
adies of all kinds, gout aud rheumatism. It
the house, we began to ascend a stairA few moments more and the five moroovor promotes a secretion and flow of
eve, 1850, not late, and the street was
noisily trickled down tho little tin spout
way. The chair in which I was carried
healthy bile and directs it into tho proper chanquite full ol people huirying by under
into the barrel, and a pot in which the men were writhing on the floor, and the
nels. Tho deplorable ailments proaucod by
was suspended on pivots, in some way
firmly-gripped umbrellas,or with coatwoman vms boiling somethinglike soup woman was swaying to and fro on the mercury are also remedied by it Druggists
as it did not vary from its horizontal
collars turned up and hat-brims turned
bubbled over on the stove. I took my box, with her hands clasped over her sell it
position while making the ascent. Wre
down, with arms full of packages and
seat again on the stool and watched the stomach. I arose to my feet. They
Ip yon want the bent fruit and flower
went up four flights of stairs, which
faces full of delight. I had made arstrem hiss from the boiling pot. Under did not notice me now ; they were in paper, send one dollar to tho Fruit Recorder
brought us to a door in the fifth story.
rangements to leave the city in the 5
the influence of the opiate the injured other business. I stepped over the and Voltage Gardener, Rochester, N. Y., now,
This was opened after a little delay, and
o’clock stage in the morning for Westruffian breathed easier. The lid on the prostrate bodies of the men, unbarred for 1879, and you get last three months of 1878
a hurried inquiry and response between
or a beautiful fruit or flower chromo, 13 by 16
chesty county, to eat a Christmas dinpot had a small triangular piece broken the door that led into the hall, and
inches, free. Specimens free. Liberal terms
some person in the room and those who
started
down
stairs.
I
had
gone
down
ner with my sister, as had been my
out of the edge, making an opening
to club-agents.
had brought mo there, and we entered
usual custom for years, and had my
about as large as a silver quarter. The two flights, when I heard some one
the room. The chair in which I sat was
The exposure of the utter worthlesspockets filled with such purchases as I
steam spouted from this opening in fit- coming up. I ran to a window in the
ness of tho large packs of horse and cattle powplaced on the floor, and the door through
knew an expectantassemblage of voung
ful jets. It seems strange now that I end of the hall and threw up the sash. ders has saved our people a vast sum. There
which we had come fastened with a
friends and relatives would look for.
should at such a time and place have I could not see the ground, and the is only one kind now known that are strictly
wooden bar. The door and fastenings
When I reached my room I replenished
noticed such trivial things. The door cold rain beat in my face. A large tin pnre, *and these are Sheridan’s. Don't throw
were the first things I observed after
away your money.
the fire in the grate, threw off my overbetween the rooms swung slightly open, spout ran down the wall close by the
the cap was removed from my eyes. I
coat, aud settled down in an easy oldand stood slightly ajar without attract- window. The footstepson the stairway
beg to call the attention of our
was assisted out of the chair, for the
bachelor’s chair. I was tired, for during the notice of the men who were sounded nearer and nearer. I would readers to the advertisementof Horace Waters
cramped position and the cold, to say
rather trust the spout than those who A Sans, of New York city. They aro offering
ing the afternoon I had assisted at a
talking earnestlybut not loudly.
special inducementsfor the holidays. Their
nothing of the fright, seemed to have
post-mortem examination of a body
“He-seen me, knows who I am, an’ were coming. I stepped up into the pianos and organs cannot be excelled for purity
stiffened me up. Upon looking around,
found in the East river. It was one of
damme if he sh’ll git out o’ here alive,” window, clasped the spout with my of tone and elasticityof touch. Catalogues and
I found that there were five men in the
those cases of mysterious disappearance
were the first words I heard. They hands and knees, shut my eyes, held prices will be mailed free on application.
room, all wearing block cambric or silk
my breath, and trusted the rest to Provthat occur occasionallynow, but were
startled me.
masks over their faces. There was also
For an irritated throat, cough or
much more frequent twenty-fiveyears
“What! go back onto my beat an’ let idence. I reached the ground, cut and
a woman, with a sun-bonnet tightly
cold, Frown's Bronchial Troches” aro offered
that calomel cuss loose to have me sent scratched and with torn clothes, but no
ago. Then it was not an extraordinaryoctied under her chin. The room was not
currence for returned Californians, with
up? Not while there’s water enough in bones broken. Where I was, excepting with tho fullest confidence in their efficacy.
large— probably twelve or fourteen feet
They maintain the good reputation they have
fortunes in gold dnst, to be traced as
East river to sink ’im in,” he continued. that I was on the ground, I had no
square — with a low ceiling, and two
justly acquired. 25 cts. a box.
idea.
Tho
ground
was
slippery,
far as the clipper docks, but no further.
“Dead men don’t never tell no tales,”
small windows, heavily curtained with
and
I
groped
along
the
wall
unThis was evidentlya case of that kind.
remarked another, Tvith a chuckle.
An Eastern paper says : “ Every man
old sacks. There was no carpet on the
narrow passage- who goes into the lumber woods this winter
The dress and appearance were those of
“One of us has got to git,” continued til I came to
floor, no fire in the room, and no chairs.
a returned miner, and on the body was
the policeman, “an’ it ain’t me. I ain’t way or alley covered over, but leading should take with him a supply of Johnson's
There was a low, wide trundle-bed,
Anodyne Liniment and Parsons' Purgative
found a part of a bucksk._ Jioney-belt,
goin’ to lose my place for him,” and he to a street, as I could see a street lamp
Pills. This little precaution may save months
scantily supplied with clothing, in one
profusely ornamented with bead-work,
pointed over his shoulder with his in tho distance. I hurried along as of labor and ranch suffering.”
corner of the room, and in the center
such^as were made by the Indians of the
thumb toward mo. “An’ I expect all rapidly as I could, arousing a colony of
stood a table, with benches along two
For upward of 30 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
Pacific coast. The design of the ornayou fellers to stand by me ns I have noisy dogs on the way, until I reached
sides of it. This seemed to be a kind
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
mentation oh this belt was so unique
stood by you our twenty year. This the street, and then I ran— yes, ran— to with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
of lounging and eating apartment. On
that I desired to secure the missing
feller’s got to be anchored ’tween now get as for away from the accursed place of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates
the other side of the room, opposite the
as I could, and as quickly as possible. the bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhea,
portion, but it was nowhere to be found.
an’ mornin’!”
windows, a door opened into another
I had been glancingover a report of the
I had seen dead bodies, with heavy Not a solitary policemanwas to be seen. whether arising from teething or other causes.
An old and well-tried remedy. 25 cts. a bottla
room. This latter room was about the
case in an evehing paper, and had finalweights fastened to them, fished from It seems as if they never are when
same size as the other, and had but one
ly dropped to sleep, when I was startled
the river more than once, and I knew wanted. I conld not recognize any
CHEW
door, the one just mentioned, and no
The Celebrated
from my slumbers by the loud ringing
what “anchored” meant. I trembled landmarks,and turned a half dozen
windows. Its source of light was a sky“Matchless"
of my night-bell. I quickly aroused
from head to foot, and the perspiration corners and ran along as many streets
Wood Tag Ping
light in the roof, which seemed to be
myself, and called down the speakingstarted from every pore. I do not think before reaching one that I recognized.
Tobacco.
but a few inches above the ceiling.
tube to know what was wanted.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
that ordinarilyI am a coward, but here I finally found myself on Broadway, at
New York, Boston and Chicago.
“Man hurt Come down right of^ There was an old cooking stove in the I was with five desperate men in the least two miles from home. Hurrying
corner with a lively fire in it, a half
along,
I
reached
my
room
as
the
clock
n’ bring your tools,”was the response.
next room— men who had undoubtedly
We confidently refer our readers to
dozen chairs, and a barrel of water that
Putting on my overcoat and a heavy
committed a murder within the past struck 4. Bob wasn’t on watch this the card of Dr. C. R. Sykes, in our issue of week
was replenished through a small tin
fur cap, I slipped a small case of mediforty-eighthours, and who thought as time. I notified the Police Captain at before last Dr. Sykes is an old resident of
spout that came down from above, and
cines m my pocket, took a case of inlittle of taking a human life as of snuff- the station house, and left in the stage Chicago, a regular graduate,honest, honorable
probably led the water directly from the
and responsible, and as a physician takes first
struments, or “ tools,” under my arm
ing out a candle— discussing my death, an hour later for the country. When I rank in nis chosen specialty of catarrh and its
gutter on the roof. Near the stove, on
returned
to
the
city
I
learned
that
the
.and hurried down stairs. As I unclosed
and some of them urging it. There
complications.
a low bedstead similar to the one in the
•.the door and stepped out the clock in
was no visible means of escape except police hads discovered the locality from
other room, lay the missing part of the
Not lowest priced, poorest and dearthe City Hall tower struck 12. I was
the skylight, and that was beyond my my descriptionof the place, and found
est ; but highest priced, best and cheapest ; this
beaded buckskin belt I had sought for
surprised that my nap had been so long.
reach. I had no arms even my case of nothing but the corpse of the wounded is what is claimed for the Mason A Hamlin
at the Coroner’s office. I began to
The wind had risen to a perfect gale
surgical instruments, except a probe I man. What became of the others was Cabinet Organs.
realize now where I was and among
the streets were slippery with ice, for
had been using on the wounded man, never positivelyascertained,though it
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten
whom.
the rain froze as it fell, and the mingled
was in the other room. But, even if was reported that they had recovered the breath, use Brown’s Camphorated Sapona“There’s the man, doc. Been shot
sleet and rain that were falling now
armed, what could I do against such from the dose, and, after concealing ceous Dentifrice.Twenty-five cents a bottle.
in a row. Fetch ’im out all right
• struck the unprotected face like needleodds, shut up in two small rooms? themselves for a short time, finallysailed
’thout askin’ any questions an’ itll be a
Hon. 0. R Parsons, Mayor of Rochester,was
prickings.
door opened into a
Nothing,Nixcept sell my life a little more for Chili, and were lost off Capo Horn.
radicallycured of BrighTs Disease by Craig’s
mighty good night’s job fur ye,” said
small vestibule, not more than eighteen
dearly.
Kidney Cure. Depot, 42 UniversityPlace, N. Y.
the same gruff voice I had heard before.
The Brooklyn Bridge.
inches deep and but little wider than
The pot boiled and bubbled, and I
“An’ if ye don’t fetch ’im through
Chew Jackson’sBest Sweet Navy Tobacco,
the door.y’I had but fairiy stepped out
There seems likely to be a halt in the
it’ll be the worst night’s job y’ever continued to stare at the escaping steam
into this vestibule when a blanket or
as it came out in little puffs from the work of completing the great suspenIMPORTANT NOTICE.— Parner* Famldone,” added another fellow.
shawl was thrown over my head and a
During all this time the men re- triangular hole in the lid. I inhaled sion bridge over the East river, to con- 11m and Other* mo pnrobue no remedy equal to Dr.
pair of powerful hands seized each one
TOBIAS' VENETIAN LINIMENT, for the eure of
mained masked. The woman kept her the aroma from the stew. I remember nect the cities of New York and Brook- Cholera,DUrrhoM, Dyeentory, Croup, Oollo end See*
of mv arms. The act was so unexpectlyn.
By
an
act
of
the
Legislature
the
face averted, and hid in the depths of her there were onions in it. One of the
dokncee, Uken Intenullir (It la perfectlyhermleM; m*
ed that I threw up my arms involuntwo cities were to contribute a maximum oath eocompenyincetch bottle) end externallyfor
sun-bonnet, and busied herself about uppermost thoughts in my mind was
(Jhronic Rheumatism, Hendache, Toothache,Sore
ftarily aqd dropped the case of instrusum of $8,000,000 for building the
the stove. I stepped up to the side of that I would not be able to eat my
ments, which clattered down the stone
bridge.
This; or at least New York’s
Christmas
dinner
in
the
country
the
the patient, who was groaning with pain.
(Steps to the pavement.
share of it, has been paid and expended, r >one who baa need It but oontlnuea to do ao, many
The men all followed and ranged them- next day.
biting If It waa Ten Dollar* a Bottle they would not be
“Pick up that kit o’ tools, Bill, an’ selves around the bed. It was evident
“All in favor of stoppin’his wind an’ and yet the work is far from complete. without It Thousand#of OmtU3oate*nan be eeenat
the Depot, peaking of 1U wonderful oaratlr*proper,
Application having been made to the tie*. Sold by the Druggiauat 40 eta. Depot, 44
lug it along,” said one of the men.
that they thought him seriously hurt, all trouble with it, say aye ! ”
I tried to throw the fellow away from at least. The injured man was a roughGreat heavens! was it possible that city of New York for more money, the Murray street. New Yuri.
my arms and call for help, but the looking customer, dark, bearded, large my life was •hanging upon the vote of Comptroller refused to give it. Applishawl muffled the sound of my voice, framed, with a scar on his forehead in these cut-throats,and I powerlessto cation was then made to the Supreme
Court for a mandamus to compel him
and the men held my arms as if in a the shape of a letter V, as if a piece of prevent it?”
MJCHAi
'
“I vote aye!” said the gruff-voiced to pay $1,000,000 to the Bridge Com- t'onsnmptlon. Bronchitic. Aathmn, General
4r skin about an inch wide at the top had
Debility.Brain Exhuuatlon, Chronic Conpany ; but Judge Barrett has denied the
etlpntlon.Chronic Diarrhea, Dy*ueu«lu,
“Don’t woitit yerself. Nobody’s been stripped down from the roots of fellow.
or Iom orNERVOUH POWER.
application, on the ground that the city
“Aye!” said another.
goin* to hurt ye, but yer not to know the hair to the nose and then replaced.
Are pociUvely and apeedily cured by
has
already
paid
all
she
is
authorized
to
Fellows' Compound SYRUP OF HYP0PH0SPHITES
“ If yer fellers wants yer supper, betwhere yer goin’ to,” said a gruff voice His eyes were closed, except a spasIt will displace or wash out tuber*
from one of the men at my side.
modic opening every few moments for ter eat it now. Things has been bilin’ contributetoward the completion of the
colon# matter, and thua cure Con
umption.
As I still inclined to be somewhat ob- an instant. He seemed to be suffering h’yer long enough,” broke in the work. Probably the matter will come
By increasingNerrou# and Muscular Vigor, It Bit cure Dyspepsia,
stinate, a stout fellow pushed at my intensely. After baring his bosom and woman, who all this time had busied before the Legislature next winter,
feeble or Interrupted actionol the
Heart and Palpitation, Weakness of
back, and the slippery condition of the shaving away the matted hair that con- herself about the stove and seemed to and some way will be found to enable
Intellect caused b» griel, worry, ororsidewalks enabled him to succeed, evi- cealed it, I found a pistol or gun-shot know little, and care less, about what the work to goon. There has always
tax or irregularhabits. Bronchitis.
been
much
opposition
to
the
bridge,
Acute
or Chronic,Congestionot the
was
transpiring
in
the
other
room.
dently to his satisfaction, to judge by wound in the chest on the right side,
Lungs, even in tbe most alarming
cues.
between the fourth and fifth ribs. He
“ Let’s fill our innards an’ finish the especially by the shipping interests,
his chuckling from time to time.
It enrea Asthma, Lnes of Voice,
“Stop that noise, Bill; d’ye want the was bleeding internally, and the ground vote afterward,” was the response to which use the river; but, having been
Neuralgia,St. Vitus' Dance. F.pllepcarried
so
far
forward,
and
at
snoh
an
tic Fits, Whooping Gough, Nervousoops down on us?” said the leader.' I was of such a nature that I saw, after a this. The woman now stepped into the
neaa, and ia a most wonderful adjunct
very brief examination, that there was other room to arrange the table around enormous expense, it is unlikely that it to other twmediea In suaUining life during ftie process of
Diphtheria.
no nope for him, and so informed his which the men sat. My pocket-case of will be suffered to remain in its present* Do not be deceived by remedies bearing a similar
no otter preparation, la a aubstitute
for this under
medicines lay on the bed, and I stage long. It is just in that condition name
turned down toward East river, fellows,
any eiroamatanoea.
where
all the disadvantages are endured
per
BoUle,
Six
for
S7.50.
“Don’t want no shenanigan now, mechanically took it up. -A thought,
and then I was rapidly spun around
and’none
of
the
advantages
enjoyed.
J. N Harrla A Co
Western Agents. Cincinnati,Ohio.
three or four times in the street and doc. If that chap’s life kin be saved, an intuition,an inspiration—call it what
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hurried along, for the purpose you’re here to save it, an’ damme if it
sing my ideas of locality and to .won’t be a sorry day fur ye, doc., if ye
my, retaining any recollection let it flicker out jest because ye don't
route over which I was being think it’s worth savin’,”said a surly voice
r

"’Hen it was I

longed for

a

few

at

my

side.

you will — flashed through my mind.
It was executed as quickly as conceived. Opening the case,! selected

In a work on poultry it is stated that
it is quite a mistake to regard the putting metal spurs on gamecocks’ feet as
the vial I wanted, not a large-sizedone, aggravating the cruelty, inasmuch as it
my hands trembling so violently that I most decidedly shortens the agony.
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sure and immediate relief for ear-ache.

Swelled Feet and Ankles.— Take
plantain leaves, and wilt them by putting

separatelybetween tho hands; cover the
swollen parte with then*,- and' keep in
plaoe by wrapping the hnib with rags dr
a towel on going to bed at night, or keep
them on during the day if not obliged
to be upon- the feet. A cure will be
speedily effected. I $ 1*1 $ v/
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water.

an axis. Finally, raise your head
quickly and try to walk straight, os
though nothing particular hud happened. What will occur is a frightful
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A GREAT OFFER FOR

giddinessand feeling of sickness, a sense
of tho ground rising up tumultuously on
all sides, a wild rush to save yourself
and a headlong tumble. — Nature,

in St. Mark’s

PIANOS

jit: At Pari*. luflT: Viknna. 187J; Santiago,1876;
Phimdklphia. 1876; Paris, 187h ; and Grand Swedish
Gold Medal, 1878. Only Amorican Organs e?»r award
•d hiffliMt honors at any such. Md (or flash or hutall.
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Abbott^ Patent Port land Cut-

touching your hips, so to guide you that
you shall circle three times, with a sidelong gait, round the vertical umbrella as

* nuvii

If there is
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and the umbrella will Jo® vertical,
flhut your eyes. Then got a friend, by

The recent desecration of the grave
Churchyard and the theft
of the body of the late A. T. Stewart
heved by application to, the
painful
of
7. 1
/ — , parts ] have brought this
Vuln infamous
XUIltlllUlIn business
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Or
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of p.lnr.hq
cloths wet in a solutionof 8al-B;dnj body -snatchingbefore the public in va-
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tal,

Neuralgia and Rheumatism.— A very
simple relief for neuralgia is to l>oil a
small handful of lobeha in half a pint of
water till the strength is out of the herb,
then strain it off and add a teaspoonful
of fine sail Wring cloths out of the
liquid as hot as possible,and spread
over the part affected. It acts like a
charm. Change the cloths as soon as
cold, till the pain is all gone ; then cover
tho place over, so as to prevent taking
cold. Rheumatism can
often be rer
---- :;y*. ----

,"IW

tting; avoid having your best clothes
on, and secure appreciative spectators.
Then put your hands .one above the
other on the top of your umbrella or
walking-stick, and bend down until your
forehead rests on the back of your
hands. Thus your legs will be vertical,
your body will be more or less horizon-

A poultice of bread and vinegar, as
hot as bearable, applied to the ear is a
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bread and milk a great luxury frequently j take tho risks of. comparativelylight,
IllustratedHistory and Cyclopedia of Freemasonry.
The Great Tamili) »<•/»•(;/.
hesitate to eat it, for the reason that punishment for tho large reward which 70il pages, 300 Illustrations, halt Morocco, price $4 id.
The Masonic Token, Illustrated, full-giltbinding, *L5u
milk will not digest readily; sourness of | they supposed would be offered by the Prue Masonic Chart. A universal AhlmanReiou. Fully
IHustr-ded.
cloth, gilt, $1 50. Sold by subscription
only.
the stomach will often follow. Rut ex- 1 wealthy estate for the return of tho re- Kamnlt
coplea sent toagonfa on ocelot of the pnoe.
For
terms,
catalogues,
Ac.,
address
AX
DERNOX'
perience proves that lime-water and ! mains. It is not likely that the robbers
MAkos a dellulousdiet, can be used with or withonl
CO.. Masonic rublUliera. H Reade St. N^w York. An UiiBectarian,Independent Journal
milk, makes enttorri*.paddings.Ao.— highly ppreolatod
milk are not only food and medicine at ‘ were professionals, or that they carried
Devoted to Religion, Morah, Reform, New*, Litera- by the tick WQ^ILRIOH T (ip. on label
V. ABNER ERO'S CORSETS
ture, llouieholdMatter*,Agriculture,Ac.
an early period of life, but also at a ; on this ghoulish business as a means of
^hoapestToy Lantern to Boat Btereopuoon
lliar'i'enl
•3 per nnniitn. pohIiiko prepaid.
later, when, a£ in the case of infants, livelihood, for in that case any other
A Urge caalt oomndaslon paid to egenU- bend ihoent
PARIS EXPOSITION, Btompforeambleoitpy.
Aadrrei
the functionsof digestionand aesimila- body would have answered their purovrr «l I Amrrlran(Mmprdtnra Thalr
THE CHRISTIAN UNION, 27 Park Place. N. Y.
KUXIiLK
till' CORSKT IMS Unlius)
tion have been seriously impaired.
poses, and would have exposed them to
fit* wltli Iierfert rain, and I* wa»^
R \NTSb not to break down over tbr
pa
stomach taxed by gluttony, irritated by little or no risk. The recent confession
Tlre'r HFALT1I CORSET with III Improved Ruat.lannw a rrenP-r favorite
improper food, inflamed by alcohol, en- of one of a gang of grave-robbers at
Oroat
jI^HARBAOH,
dban aver. Their NdIKBINO 00B8ET Is
Biusloal Marval, \ aw Filbert St„
feeblod by disease, or otherwise un- ! Zanesville, Ohio, however, presents a
tho ilrllKht of every mother.
First Established i Moat Sacccsafull
__
_____ F^.*» all lead nit m.rrlunt*.
fitted for^ its duties — as is shown by i phase of the business which will strike
WABWEB BK08.. 381 Broidwiy, N.l.
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a standard at club ratoa. Time, tnmble and expenee taved bi snb.
various ^ Symptoms ittendjmt the public with horror.
value in all
scribing through tlw Rocky Monntoln Subecnptlon
upon indigestioil, dyspepsia, diarrhea, This mau Evans, after being acci- i
llijl
Agency, which famithee any paper (except locaj) nubdysentery and fever — will resume its dentally discovered ahd lodged in jail,
work, and do it energetically, on an ex- made a full and free confession,which
MOLLER's
will al»o furnish Rooks of all kinds at loweat prices.
clusive diet of bread and milk and lime- goes to show that grave-robbery is a
Kocky Mountain StereoscopicViews
Everywhere recognizeda* the FINEST
c 0 D LIVER OIL
water. A goblet of cow’s milk may have regularly-organized business in the
IN TONE.
a fpeclslty.Don't fail to write at onoe for oar circnlara
four table-spoonfuls
of lime-water added West, with its methods of transportaAgentseautnakeblgnmney.Addrere
Ib perfectlypure. Pronounced the beet by the high«IAMr.n I\IKKKrlnv Rnnt.OOIO.
to it with good effect. The way to tion, scales of pricoB, and its regular est medical authorttlesln the world. Given highest
..I award
awarnst
at 12
i!g World’s
worifl’sExpositions,ana
and at
at Parts, 1878.
Made and in nse. New Dealgnaconstantly.
make lime-water is simply to procure a sources Of supply and demand; andJ if
! Sold by Druggists. W.II.Bcble(relln&Co..N.Y.
Beat work and lowest prices.
few lumps of unslacked lime, put the in tho West, why not all over the conn49" Bend for M Catalogue.
lime in a stone jar, add water until tho try? The details of his confession
tail &,i)).WilialL.Wi,Ibi
lime is slacked and of about the con- show that he has been engaged for sevMsllliew Hale SBiith's new liooL
Is the Best, Latent Improvrd,and most Tharsistenoy of thin cream. The lime set- 1 eral years in the business of body1,000 Prominent nersons-raen ami women
ouglilyCouatructcd
cnabrzed Ktei*l Ptirtrnlte of A. T.
ties, leaving the pure and clear lime- snatching. Tho average price received

tho joints, the cure is very quick
wash needs to be lukewarm.
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water at the top. Great care should be by him for a body was $2, but in this
taken not to get the lime-water too . case he was to have had $20 — he had
strong. Keep to the directionas to the ! four bodies in his wagon when arrested.
^consistency,and, when the water rises, . A few weeks ago he entered into a regpour it off without obtaining any of tho ' ular arrangement with a medical college
lime. The lime-water is also very good | at Columbus, Ohio, to supply it with
to apply to burns and scalds. In slack- 1 bodies at a stated price. He was not
ing the lime, particular pains should be , alone in his operations. Of his two
taken that none of the particles fly into ; confederates, one was a young man
the
i named Hilliard, whose business it was

eyes.
, . , ,

A Thief Shrewdly Caught.

to be ™ the watch‘ for funerals, and secure the name, age and sex of the perDishonest people often show a great | 8on who had died, the time of the fudeal of cunning— and they have use for ner#), and tho eXiict spot wliere he wa((
a great deal. But very few of them buried. The other confederate was an
master all the secrets of detection, so as
assistant to Evans, who helped unearth
,to perfectly shield themselves long in
the bodies.
their bad trade.
In the case in question,Evans and
“Where did you get them tomatoes?” his confederates dug up the bodies of
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SUNDAY. pages. $1.20 a year.
WEEKLY. 6 pages, ilayear.
THE HUN has tho largestcirculationand
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the
cheapest and most interestingpaper in the United
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unexcelled
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W arranteq to effoct a speedy and
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**A tree
SpecIH
renowned Rpocitlo
and
valuabloTreatise sont to
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man

ROOT. 183

fine, npe apeejmens, whuih he I thi8 were an isolated case the public
thought he recognized It was not the | would breathe more frcely, but Evans’!
first bme suspicion of his neighbor s , confession shows that it was only one of
honesty had arisen m Ins
J a series of operations that have been
Where drd you get -em?” he asked | goiog on for y^.^Chicago Tribvne.
again.
CHRISTMAS

Pearl Htreet,

New

very

With

A Novel

Let’s look at your hands.”
his basket on his

arm, ho

held

Sprinkler.

_

_
A garden
_ ____________
and lawn sprinkler
_________ on exv

out both hands for

examination, i hibition at tho Paris Exposition attraet“What do you want to look at my hands i ed much attention pu account of its novfor? There alin’t nothing on to ’em.” : city, and created much amustuneut by
The old farmer was washing his own j its strange performances. It stands on
hands at the same time in a tin basin of | a tripod, and tho discharge pipe has
rain-water, with a wooden bowl of soft ' several spiral twists. Tho water issues
brown soap before him.
frdm it iu a spray, and its for6o as pro“No, there ain’t nothing on ’em that jected through the ctowked nozzle
you can see; but look a-here! Set causes the entire apparatus to walk
down your basket and wash ’em. It’s ahead on its three legs, dragging the
werry coolin’, and your face and hands hose after it. It resembles some
look hot.”
strange, decapitatedmonster, with a
So saying, he emptied the basin and long, crooked neck, spouting water infilled it with cold water, pointed to the stead of blood. It hops, jumps straight
sonp-dish,and relieved the bearer of bis up and down in a most cumbersome,
basket. The first immersion and fric- unwieldy manner. It seems to be in
tion of the hands in the water caused misery because it cannot get along
the fluid to turn green. It grew greener faster, and drags its long water-disevery second, and at length turned an tended tail after it. It contrives, howintense dark green.
ever, at least to sprinkle considerable
“Here, Jim,” said the fanner to his ground ahead, before and on either
tow-headed son, “take in this basket side, with no other assistancethan its
and empty it, and bring it out agin.”
clumsy
* Then, turning to his honest neighbor
Fifteen years ago the wife of Dr.
ho said: “You hooked them tomatoes
from my patch half an hour ago. Three Capel, of Charlottetown, Prince Edward
or four of the top ones I knew in * .island, got a 'divorce from him, with
alimony of £50 a year. Rather than
minute. Here’s your basket!”
If any oouutry reader of the forego- pay this, he went to jail, and there reing would test thia discovery of a theft, mained till his death last week.
let Him pick cme or two thmatoeg next
*
Faoe to Fmo with DImaso. |
seasop, separatingtie vipes with paked
How
often It happens that, although ire have
, han4 and then wash it. There is a
witnessedthe ravages of disease in the case of
mysterious something about the plant, others, we disregardhis warning signals in our
perfectly colorless, tbit remains On the own. It Is oily when we find Win facd to face
with us that we really perceivehow grim he is.
Lands until water removes it.
perchance,when it is too late, medicinal
A fine illustration of the effect Of a Then,
aid is sought His avant courier, his forerunguilty deed, always. One never comes ner, is physicalweakness. Fortify the system,
out qf it with clean hands, however fair and yon are armed against him. The finest
touio for this purpose is Hostetler's Stomach
an appearance he may put on.
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complete set of Anthems and Chmts for all
the Festivalsand Servloei of the year. A tine
book.
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thrutmtt‘

j How

to Become Giddy.

A true theory of the cause of giddi-> ness ought to explain the followiug extreme experience,which deserves record
in print. The method was first told to
me by a friend. I onoe tried it myself
successfullyin a mitigated form, and
will assuredlynot repeat the experiment,
and I persuaded a philosophical friend
to try it also, with

much the same

sult: Stand in the middle of a

you

resoft

can’t hurt yourself by
tumbling on the ground or against anyfield where

(.'alia,

Spavin, Crocks,

Ringbone,

Bncknche,

?ri\l

Yellow Wrapper

Farcy, Poll Evil,
Sprains,Ktralnu,
Ntrlns Halt,
Sore Feet,

it

OF

IS

is

ALL

gAPONIFIER
the Old ReliableConcentrated Lye

FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKINP
8,Wffl^$sur£r ,or

MAHDV* PIAXOFlIRTETEtll

C.

'rCY icketl Teals,
I Callous, Lamene.s,

Fistula,

•1

Mange,

,

Caked Breasts,

,

on Distemper,
Crownsctb, Quiltor,
il

Sore Ninnies,
Curb, Ola Sores,
i‘oul fleer*, Farcy.
Corns, Whitlows,
Aik css of the UUJf., Cramps, Boil*,
'••• in led Legs,
Weakness of tlw* Joint*
Taruah.
Contraction of Muki.t*.
T-rrh ant's (lar«Mng OH is the .stnndanl
Liniment of tliv*Unueu ?*ste« Large s«/«*
medium, fk;
t‘amil use, jsc. Manufactured at Lockport
7. by Merchant’sGargling Oil Company

JOHN BOMB,

See*y.

It®
jCvfhkst,

and but

Finger Gymnasium known.

Vl Cs

Any book mailed. poiMroe,for the abo'veprices.

OLIVER HIXSON &

-

^

Enliven your fingersfor Christmas nlsyingby pi
•n'

tr

GOOD FOR

Sprains and Bruise*,
w.
Dite^Striiglmlt, Wind gall..
St ra;:heb or Grease,
Foot Rnt In Sheep,
i Chapped Hands,
Foundered Feet,
i Mesh Wtuinds,
Roup in Poultry,
1 External Poisons,
Cracked Heels,
j!biud Cracks,
Epizootic.
Galls of all kinds,
Lame Back,
j SitfaM, Ringbone,
Hemorrhoids or PU-*.,
J Poll Evil,
Toothache,
Swellings, Tumors,
Rheumatism,
' J G ir get in Cows,
Spavins, Sweeney,

^

ASD

for

Cui.tilaiii', Frost
Frost

LINIMENTS
Is

Animal and White
I'Wh.

Bum* nnd
Scalds
d Scalds,

Ntlffhcss,

u*c in family, stable and stock yard

for

Human

Nwlnny. Foundera,

,

tlcinit
($2.60),the best

Gargling Oil Liniment

Lameiiesa,

CO., Boston.

SaponifieR
MADE BY TUB
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg
Plfri.SDP1.Pff

i

Co

RisiNasuN

*

POLISH

a.

H.DltMm&Co., J. E.Dltflon&Co..

843 Broodwog. N.

Y.

FRANK

922

Ohoatont St.. Phil*

LESLIE’S

“FAITH,

Occupies a field that no other journal
attempts to fill. It is essentially a paper
with the choicequality of matter,render Lelaure Hour* a great favorite with IL ‘ Price |l.U)perrw:
for families. Avoiding all politics and
Mcenu forrix months ,1gjenU_for >hreg months ; U oento per namber. Agento wanted in every place.
questionsof the day, it devotes its columns to healthy fiction for the entertainment of its readers, and well-written, agreeably-instruotive
articles for the
home circle, biographies of the good
and great, anecdotes, art, invention,
travels, curiosities of foreign life, the
tastes of the day, the marvelousin nature and art. essays, attractivereading
Daily and Weekly/ Quarto,
for the little ones at their mother’s
BOSTON, MASS.
knee and for those of larger growth,
BiUors, which renders digestion easy and corncombined with pioturee that attract the
eye and fix impressions vividly on the ried taste* and requirement*of the home circto.
mind. It is issued every Monday, and the foreign and local news published promptly.
rate order. Leanness, and unnatural wanness
per annum in advacoa.
can be had at all news depots; price 10
and Hollownessof tho face, are obviated by it
- p rtcople*
___ to one address,87.80 pe»
and so genial and beneficial aro its effects ‘that cents. Annual subscription, $4. Three
annum In advance.
not only is tlie body invigoratedand regulated months, $1. Postpaid.
8BTO FOR PAMPLW COPV
by its use, bat despondency banished from tho
•nbeerther* cm remit
mind
Draft* on New Y

3

>

Hore* ond

IT IH FULL WEIGHT
RTRESGTH.
ct*.),by 0
Is an
The market is floodedwith (to-called) Concentrated
wee’i
excellent book forGirN’ High or Normal Schools, Lye, which la adulteratedwith Ball and ro*ln,ui.d
or tor KmnlaariM. (Jood instructionsand very inakemajj,
good music.
save jroyjsr,
the

The School Son^ Book

locomotion.

»

Established1888.

Church Offering
also a

«fc

Orange. Mas*., Plttsburgh^Pa.,Chicago,

Hcreiv "Worm, (.mb,
Con i racted Muscles, Foot Hot, Hoof All,
HtilTJoiMta,
Ifolloav Ilosu,

p£uS

cU.;.

CO.,
30 Union Square, New York.
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Nluglr Carol*

;

JOIIIVSON, CIsAnit

Spi aliif A M ItclieN,

For gen

(Tirol* (20 atiO, or liuwurd'* Eleven ('hrlat.
m:»» (Tirol. (30 ctO. or ChrUlmn* Yolce.
(Iftets.MBOaroli by Wntorbnry; or f'hrl.tmii*
-Srlrrtivn* ($4 per hundred;, oontaitiinRFire
ohoioo piece. A v»lu>Uil« hook U <'hi*i.tiii!i.
4Ttrr>U, Old »nd New (40 cU.); also, lOJ ottior

in IboollUeswhere we

Hcrafclicti,

uml all external diwasc*. nud every hurt or accident

CAROLS.
Wo

WANTED

reprtwuuted.

LINIMENT.
OF HUMAN FLESH.
ItheirmAtism,
Burn* and Hcnlda,
Ntliifr* nnd Bltca,
Cnta nnd Bruises,

Old Ulcers,'
(an|rrenoua Sore*.
Xeuralgin,Clout,
Yorfc_ Eruptions,
Frost Rltea,
Hip Disease,

OnniHTMAS Music.
roconumtad:Dn-Mlnr's
ChriMfmift Miimc. (20 cU), 20 OcsuMful und
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Ever Invented.It Is

ALWAYS CURABLE BY USING
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reason. Now Is toe time for
8 to !MSCure ‘BfritoT- Addro.as.for
O auency.circulars and terms,

sensation of the
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Pimples, Freckles, Etc.

The most wonderfuldiscovery yet known,
Mrs. Dr. L K. Shaw’s Moth and freckle Lotion. May be had of your druggist Price only
ILOO. Forparticulars,address Mrs. Dr. L. iC
Shaw, 141) East 28th street New York. Mrs.
Shaw s Liver Pill Best in the world

rtak. Those who

cpnveul
find It more eonveulent
to eubecribe
through an agent can do so at (heir own risk, bat
should first assure themselves of the agent's revponalbllity.

KIDDER’S

rmalL StovreUAUa

15 THE BEST.

Address

Frank

Leslie's Publishing House,

53, 55 k 57 Park Place, New York.
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No.
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la thiM paper.
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ITEW FIRM!

(Column.

GRAY’S

rlneyardi>t9 of southern California

many are proposing

are discouraged,and

G.

to cut up their vines, because they can
only realize $5 a ton for their grapes.

What

Wholesale Dealers

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

We

teen nitrogen, seven hydrogen,and the re-

And

have Ju*t received a large new etock of

Hats & Caps,

rus and sulphur.— ftn/frv Journal.

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

Groceries,
Recently, near the village of Blytb,
Canada, an elm was felled which measfeet in

diameter at the

hutt,

from

over six feet at sixty feet

Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.

and

The chopper took two hours and

can always be

men in

show goods.

this country catch a great

many

PRICES ARE LOW.

fish

sufficientto

make

citric acid,

r^N

VAN PUTTEN&80NS.

G-

in quantity

P.

the open air

dry

WEHUCH’S
DRAUGHT

-ON

AT-

takes about one hour, the latter five or

in

flexibility all

Henry. Weirich

three or four

No. 104 Monroe Street,

any place. To restore its

that is

needed is to keep

it

years

for

days in fresh water. Entire fish may be
preserved in this way after removal

of

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN,

in-

testines.

The finest Saloon

Forty yean experiencewith the Hessian

Fly-When

wheat for

to sow

the City.

safety.

BY F. P. ROOT, SWEDEN, N.
J.

Cook, of the Michigan

Choice Stock of Cigars

and

Agricultural College, writing in the Trib-

Liquors.

une on the work of the Hessian tty, recom-

mends the sowing, about

the 15th of Sep-

tember, of a narrow

around the

strip

it

no more
season. Then

will have

in the

ploughing up
of the

eggs oo the

1st

of September when the wheat

is

sown

withold the same until the
month when wheat is not sown
till that time, there may be soundness in
his theory, but ho does not tell us how he
knows tnis to be a truth; he only says it
seems to be so. To me it seems far more
at that date, or

insects, will continue to propagate in its
proper season during the period of its nat-

ural existence. If the

fly

can

must

WI

P.

~

1LT

BOOT,

Jr.

Together with a nice line of Coffees,Teas, Spices,
Candies, Tobaccos and Cigars,
Also, an assortmentof

HO

LI

CHEAP TOYS

ID

forth*

AYS,

GIVE ME A CALL

!

P.

BOOT,

Store.
Farm

as the

know that
occurrence— here in Wes-

a very rare

tern New-York it is just as rare os the

sown on

both principal and interest,together with tho costs
of this notice, and the legal costs ol foreclosure
and sale, to the highest bidder at public auction or
vendue,at the front door of the Court House, of
the County of Ottawa, In the city of Grand Haven,
that being the place for holding the Circuit Court
for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan :
u jmount claimedto be now due -and payable at
the date of this notice on said indentureof mortgage for principal and Interest, is two hundred
and forty dollarsand twelve cents ($840.12.)
Dated, Holland, Mich., Oct. 24th. A. D. 1878.
J. HARRINGTON,

EDWARD

40 acres of unimprovedland in the
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of

42-tf

M.D.

Town-

HOWARD.

Mortgage Sale.
rvEFAULT

having been made In the conditions

isssse

BANKING.

BANKER,
HOLLAND,

- -

The

b reasonable to believe is

field fly only, it

•wept off by the

first frosts; long experi-

ence has convinced me that such

is

fact I

many

well remember a seasou

year* ago,
September

the

when I began sowing about
1st,

and had sown

thirty acres

up to the 10th of the month;

all

of this

was
the Spring and sown to

wheat was destroyed, and
ploughed up In

a part

of

it

other crops, and a part was left untouched,

more than one stalk on
ground. I kept 00 seeding day

but there was not
•!x feet of
after

day

that

sown

till

after

jured by the
I

100 acres were

sown.

and produced

a

experience,convinces me that the

Autumn need never be feared after a sharp
frost; but I must be permitted to doubt
that any means of strategy can help us, in
the absence of frost, to evade their work
when they aro numerous and the weather
is warm and favorableto Insect life.
)

STEBEOPTICONS
Each

ANB

MIC

LANTERNS,

--

AND

OYSTER HOUSE,
No. 12 and 14 Carnal Street,

style being the best of its class in
the market.

Opposite Sweet’s^Ho^el^has^taken the lead as

EatingHouse
of the City of Grand Rapids.

coM.3-4m

Boney Carpenter,

Prop’r.

St. Nicholas, The best Oysters and Finest
Game always on

Magazine. ^OiC0 Cigars and LllJUOrS.

pub -

Messrs. Scribner * Co., in 1873. began the
licatlonof 52. Mcholat, tn Illustrated Magazine
for Girls and Boys, with Mrs. Mary Mapes Dodge
as editor. Five years have passed since the first
numb r was Issued, and the magaaine has won the
highest position. It has a monthly circulation of

OVER

50.000

Everybody treated with hindness
and respect.

COPIES.

Call and see for yourself; one

It Is published simultaneouslyin London and
New-\ ork. and the transatlanticrecognitionis al
most as general and hearty as the America*.
Although the progress ot the magazine has been
a steady advance. It has not reached its editor's
ideas of best, becauseher ideal continuallyoutruns it, and the magazine as swiftly follows after.
1 o-duy St. Nicholas stands

IN

hand.
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trial will convince you.
B.

CARPENTER.
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Insurance Notice.
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Horae of
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British America,
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Roger Williams, R.

office.
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JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

Mortgage Sale.
rvEFAULT

having been made in the conditions
of a certain mortgage executed by John
Ahearn to Ezekiel Jewett, dated the fifth day of
October, A. D«I868, and recorded in the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa County, State of
M
h
• tt f\r\ t vwa A
i V-a
*
Michigan, on the fifth day of October. A. D. 1868.
at three o clock In the afternoon,in Liber K of
moirtgageson page 565, by which the power to sell
In ssaid mortgage has become operative: on which
raortMge there la claimed to be doe at the date
f J*

I

<

.

Howard

New-York.

— IJST

THE

—

BOW

B3W

US!

CULvItWILL'BCILSBBAT1BIS-

—

8AT on the rorffeo/ curs (without med.
iclne)of Spermatorrhaa or Seminal
Weakness,Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impetcncy, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,: also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits inducedby aelf-lndulgence or sexual
amAc.
rs
extravagance.
-

„

LOST,

Just published,anew edition of
fit.

FIRST WARD.

McBride.

dp

26-tf

MEAT MARKET HD:

fek

r

y

Co,,

743 Broadway,

EV*

Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.

The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates,from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming eonaequences of
__ %0 .a. __
___ *. * — _ aa*_tt_ __
self-abuse may be radicallycured withoutthe dan
gerous use of internal medicine or
or the application
ap
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer,no matter what nla condition may
be, may care himself cheaply, privately and radi__

_

TUG FOR SAL
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wry
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West, containingft— ... ...... a, ---- the
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Sir

next, at two o’clockin the afternoon,to pay the
°n mw mortgage with Interest and costs,
Includ ng said attorney fee, and also the sum dne
thereon

a*6*

d

w

„

Hollkmd.

aSSSSSS

of

the interest and obarges

le7e--

FALL AND

Millinery

«.

^OO

^BERT

W.

DUNCAN, Assijrm of

The undersigned wishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinitythat being at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangementawlth Mr. D. R. Mecngs.at Holland, at whose
•tore, on River street,all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchased a new and completeline
of tools and etock and will furnish flraU:lasswork.
A.
1875.

1S79.

Fancy Dry Goods,
a

large stock of

own town.

Standarfl

$5 ontfit free,

Trimmings, Bonnets, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, and Bilks.

A

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

Mortgage.

BOOKBINDING!

M

your

K° risk. Reader,if yon want a business
at which persons ol either sex can make
P**1 P»y fjl the time they work, write for partlculare to H. Hallxtt A Co., Portland, Maine.

Land

Muskegon. Sent. 8

WINTER.

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

w.

Cfifi tw#«k in

d““
1878 QlU,,D l,A™' September twentieth, A.

§

And

ofutfa' QMA*° HATa11’ 0clob€r twenty-fifth.A.

towing

flies In

—

are the headquartersfor everythingin
the way of

w

7‘

crop destroyed D

(To be Continued

We

Good Tilings for 1878-9.

All of

and a crop uninjured by the fly. Evidence of this kind, drawn from personal

the popular Crosby the

Fund

-"r '

observation, where two or

the difference of

of

Photographic Materials. Metropolitan Restaurant

a foil crop.

three days difference in the time of

made

Ever since the death

in said iportgago ; and na sail or proceedinghavThe stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
ing been Institutedat law to recover the debt now
Son’s Hardware Store.
remaining seenred by-saldmortgage,or any part
W. BUTKAU,
cally.
thereoi; Notice Is therefore hereby given that by
J. VAN ZOEREN.
fT This Lecture should be In the hands ef
virtue of said power of sale and pursuant to statute
Holland. July 14, 1876.
every youth and every man In the land.
In snchcuse made and provided,said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale at nubile vendue of the
Sent nnder seal, In a plain envelope, to any ad
Ilnfi, tbew?ld ra?rt9*fle.WIH be foreclosed by a mortgaged premises therein described, to-wit: all
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Addresa the Publishers,
SSjh** '‘“d-Wnglnthe County of Ottawa and
T
AM
authorized
to
sell
the
Steam
Tug
“Gem’
-- -t,.,. me mi u 11 ubii UI
State of Michigan, to-wtt: the south-east quarter the south-east quarter of section nine In
A.
on favorable terms. Inquire of
!h?n^SSk»"^!luqa5r^r?f.s?ct,onn*ne ,n t°wnMANLY D HOWARD.
Tit CDL7EEWELL KSDIDAL CO.,
?Ii?V0nlh‘!I£<t.q,urlerorecllon flve in town- •nip eight north, of range fonneen west,
‘ ccontainfll,e north of, Mage fifteen west, containing Ing eighty acres be the same more or less,
Holland. Mich
-» accord41 Au St., Vow Tori; Post Office Box. 4618.
[ng
to
Government
Survey,
together
wl
h.T.iin.
7 --kURiiuiBr with the
hereditamentsand appurtenance* thereunto beS^tAqaarl®r .of ,#cUon «l|hHn township
n?rlh
numbered fifteen
west, Mntalning forty acres, bo the same more or
Qovernment Survey; and also d»7, tho Twentieth dnj of Juutw

could quote other similar cases that have

come under my

And kindred goods-Celcbrltio«,
Actresses, etc.

The arrangementsfor literary and art contributions for the new volume-the slxth-arecomplete,
Firemans’
of Cal.
drawing from already larorlte sources, as well as
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec- from promising new ones.
Orient of Hartford, Conn.
tlon business. Collectionsmade on all points in
Terms. $3.00 a year; 25 centa a Number.
the United States uuu
and Ctfuiuin:,
Europe, rarucuJftr
ParticularAlienatten].
Subscriptions received bv the Publisher of this
Remftta* t0 thC c(j0,,ecl,0jJaBanks and Bankers.
itvmittancesmade on the day of payment. All Paper, and by all Booksellersand Postmasters.
buslnesi intrusted to me shall have prompt atten- Persons wishing to subscribe direct with the pubWe represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
tion. Interest allowed on time dcsoslis, subject ushers should write name. Post-office.County, and Companies, in this City, with a total capital of over
State, in full, and scud with remittancein check, $ 4
UUw
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
o d. Tickets to and from all points in Europa P. O. money order, or registered letterto
Holland, Mich., August 7th, 1878sold at my
y

September 10th, was unin-

fly,

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 16
Dostage and mailing. Agents wanted.
Addresa J. p, Monntaia, ugdensburg, N. Y.

ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, PHOTOGRAPHS, cent*, to pay

MCIHIGAN.

the date hereol the som of three thousandtwo hundr«I and four dollare and forty-nine cents, and no
suitor proceeding having been instituted at law to
ordinary season.
first sharp frosts
recover the debt now remaining secured by said
destroy all flies that do not find protection mor^ge, or any part thereof ; Noiicels therefore
hereby given, that by virtueof said power of sale and
under cover, and the Hessian fly, being a pnrauant to statnte In anch case made and pro-

not the fact in the

-

BoUei.fttfS.lc,

The undersigned announces to the Public that
dollars and thirty six cent!, and also the further
snra of ninety-five dollars atd fonrteen cents they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
claimed to be due at the date hereof, and a lien rtn now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptnessand fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
uuargcHuueaiu uxea, ana all those who wish to favor them with part of their
also an attorney fee of thirty dollars provided for trade.

posit its ova September 1st, will be alive
it

crejuix.
,m7crX{^\

Stereoscopes and Views,

ALONE

*•

the 10th will show above ground,

which

mmmttuuuiftrcjmorcs,

nu

which destroys the insect. Professor Cook
•o*ms to assume that the fly that will deoa the 20th,

industry.
1877.

Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers in

The New-York Tribune has said of It: **5f. Nicholas
has reacheda higher platform, and commands for
its service wider resources in art and letters than
any of Its predecessors or contemporaries.” The
London Literary World says: “There Is no maga»
*1. ____ t- _ _ _ I J A. _
zine for the young that can be said to equal this
choice productionof Scribner’s prees.”

for Sale.

wheat

as early as the 15th, or before

4,

New York,

An Ideal Children’s

amonnt now due and payable on said mortgage,

Jr.

County, State of Michigan,on the thirtiethday of
season is that brings oo frost till into Oc- January,A. D 1869, at eight o’clock lu the afternoon. In Liber O of mortgages, on pages 228, 221 and
tober, which does not happen once in a
225, by which the power to sell In said mortgage
decade.
baa become operative:which mortgage was duly
fb* “Id Anson H. Platt to Louisiana
I know, from my own experience of P. Middleton,
now Louisiana P. Platt (in said asmore than forty years as a wheat grower, signment called u. P. Middleton) by a deed of asAgnmie£n da!.ed the Mventcentli day of October,
that the fly has not injured wheat as often A. D. 1870, and recorded in the Register's office
argrwaid,
on the seventeenthday of September,
as once In ten years when sown as late as
1878, at half past four o’clock In the afternoon, in
the lOth of September, for frost usually

comes

you order, and pat-

home

I

SOTER'S ILLD5MED KASAZINE
Tor Girls and Boys,

at one o’clock in the afternoon, the said

I will sell eighty acres

We

20th of September, but we also
it ia

1879,

Store on River 8tr. opposite Meyer* Co’s Furniture
42-8m

observation that the fly has

done injury to wheat sown as late

ronize your

nnde!th® p°wer of sale containedin

indenture of mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale
of the said describedmortgaged premises, or so
much thereofas shall be necessaryto pay the

!

of splendid clay
of proof, that it would continue to propa- soil, six miles from this city. Near church
gate during the period between those and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
dates. If this be correct, and there is no of this land is partiallyimproved. Also

know from

!,hat

Auignetof Mortoaqe

believe, iu absence

than that of the incapacity of the fly.

Prices Low.
call before

•

deposit in

damage done to the wheat sown on the
20th, we must assign some other cause

Work Warranted and

Give me a

tf

ERICH.

pi

wheat sown on the 20th of September and
also on the 1st, I

*

duly recorded in the office of the Registerof
Deeds in and for the County of Ottawa and Sute
of Michigan, in Liber No. 4 of mortgages on page
419. Default having been made In the conditions
Payment of said mortgage. .Voflcs it hereby

like other

fly,

uu

'

1878,

PulverlxedSugar and Candled Citron can be
had at the GROCERY of

20th of the

probable that the Hessian

Druggists every where.

m.

the rest

If it is true that the

fly has the capacity to deposit

a.

TTr* A "ft
A
^
SUGAR
SARD

this strip deeply on the 20th

and

o’clock

tt-Jm

n

the Professor advises

it

1

Grand Rands, jlich.

eggs to deposit later

wheat.

1

HENRY

which strip he
and exhaust
though present,

month, and sowing

of the field to

10 to

field

says the fly will lay its eggs
capacity for harm, as,

of

tions for using, sent on receipt of ten centa.

Lunch from

to be devoted to wheat, In

its

all kinds

IN

All

Co.,

corded in the office of the Registerof Ueetfi 7n
and for the County of Ottawa and State of MichiBeautifulphotographicTransparenciesof Statgan, In Liber No. 8 of mortgages, on page 608.
uary and Engravings for the window.
Said Indenture of mortgage waa on the fourteenth
day of October, A. D. 1878. duly •aligned, acknowlConvex Glass. Mannfactnreraof Velvet Frames
edged and delivered by an inatroffientIn writing
for Mlniaturea and Convex Glass Pictures.
by the said Henry Snook to Edward J. Harrlngton, of the city of Holland. Ottawa County, State
Catalogues of Lanterns and Slides, with direcof Michigan, which said aaaivnment of mortgage

Y.

A
Professor A.

And

01,v«.

k

—

(the former

six). The flesh can now bo kept

The Gray Medicine

IMl Broadway

M"'*
®rtrl,ck« of
county,
State of Michigan, a certainIndenture of mortgage upon the following piece t r parcel of land,
situateand being in the Township of Olive
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and de’
scribed an follows, to-wit: the north-westquarter
of the south-east quarterof section efg'htTtown
e fllteeu
fl‘*
—
- •
six north, ol range
west, containing
forty
acres of land, according to the government survey
be the same moreot less, which said Indenture of
mortgage together with the certificateof acknowl
edgmeut thereto attached whs on the fifth day of
May. A. D !87U. duly recordedIn the office of the
Register of Deeds, in and for the County of Ottawa, State of Michigan, in Liber U of mortgages
on page 346. Said Indenture of mortgage was on
third
day of November,
November. A. D. .*
1875. du|y
d dav
assigned, acknowledged
delivered by
an
---ivugvu and
aiiu uuiMcrua
Dy HI
alignment in writing, endowed upon said inden
lure of mortgage, by the said Edward L. Garlick
to Henry Snook, of Olive, Ottawa County, State
of Michigan,which said assignment together with
the certificate
fleate of acknowledgment thereof, of
of laid
said
astU foment of mortgage, was on the fifteenth day of

artificial heat, or

till

MONUMENTS
B
CEMETERY WORE
--

Holland, Mich., October

State of Michigan, exeenteo, ' acknowledged
deliveredunder her hand and senL to

it strongly acid. After

and subject to moderate

on

the twcnty.flfth day of March. A. D. 1870,

and

17, 1878.

two or three hours the piece is removed

left in

Office

XORT0AGE SALE.

be relied upon.

desired),is placed in a bath formed of or-

dinary water and

versal Lassitude.Pain In the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity,Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rnle are flrst
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over indulgence. The Bpeciflc Medicine is the re
salt or a life study and many years of experience

Ll 1

Holland, Aug.

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

cut in slices (if the promptest results are

Manufacturertf

No. 10 Mechanics'Block, Detroit, Mich.
„tW"8old in Hollandby Heber Walsh and by all

WASHINGTON STREET'.

fisher-

than they need for present use.
Such may be glad to know the following
easy method of preserving them, recommended by a high scientificauthority, M.
d’Amelis: “ The flesh, raw or boiled, and
more

Warehouse &

-,

often happens that a amateur

It

_

LUCE,

H. R.

ness, Ppermatorrhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a
sequence on Belt

Before TNkfag0Y"^,

,

Come, and see for yourself, no
trouble to

(Near the AlleganDeppt.l

tng

relied upon.

monster.
Seeping Fish a long time.

CORNER FI9H & SEVENTH STREETS.

TRADE MARK.

,

half to

a

especially rec

fils,

STONE.
'“treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars tu our pamphlets, which we
I keep
constsntlyon hand the
kind o
of
’
—
mu best
uesi Kina
desire to send free by mall to every one.
stock, and also a nice varieti of designs. Letter
The Specific MedicineIs sold by all Druggists at lug done in the English, Hollandand German Ian
91 per package, or six packages for |V or will he guages, as desired.
sent by mail on receipt of the money by addiess

Lager Beer.

Etc., Etc. Fair dealing

the root.

Is

Idllatiltrlli!

unfailingeuro for

_

—

ALSO

—

\

Seminal Weak-

kinds of

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

Dry Goods,

maining twenty-two are oxygen, phospbo

all

Remedy

ommonded as an

an Egg consists of.

follows: Fifty-five parts are carbon, six-

fell the

^

\

River Street,

Enylitih

Specific Medicine

TRADEMARK.

Burned out b
bv the late Fire we re-opened In
our new store Jut completed st oar old aUnd oa

The component parts of an egg are as

ured eight

The Oreat

RADEKE & SON,

!

for Sale!
—

sell 80 acres of nnlraproved land in the
to*" of Heath, Allegan Co., Mich., one mile
south-east from Hamilton. A portion of the soil
Is sandv, part clay, the balance a good hay marsh.
AH easily cleared.Enough pine and oak still on
the land for building purposes. Well watered by
a Spring Creek. Price, $8 per acre. For further
particularscall on or address

1

34-8m

largest

and finest variety of Worsted Goods.

A— >

T WILL

CLOETINGH.

The

EDMUND SKINNER.
Saugatnck,Allegan Co., Mich.

Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

L

S.
&

etc.

VAN DEN MERGE

EIGHTH STREET
J

double

HOEEANXJ, MICH

